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NUZHATKHAN 
INTRODUCTION TO BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The present work in the form of an annotated bibliography, is the 
result of a continuous and constant attempt of searching all the significant 
literature available on Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, the president of India. The 
purpose of this bibliography is to highlight various facets of Dr. APJ Abdul 
Kalam, so that people particularly children who are the future citizen of the 
country may benefitted from it. 
The bibliography is divided into three parts: 
Part one - Deals with the description of the work. 
Pairt two - Is the main part consisting of an annotated list of 172 
articles on the subject. 
Part three - Deals with the Indexes and Appendices 
LIBRARIES VISITED 
1. Maulana Azad Library, A.M.U., Aligarh 
2. Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi 
3. Mysore University library, Mysore 
4. World Council Library, New Delhi 
5. Seminar, Department of Library and Information Science, A.M.U., 
Aligarh 
METHODOLOGY 
The procedure followed in preparing the bibliography was follows: 
(i) The primary sources magazines, newspapers were consulted in 
Maulana Azad Library. 
(ii) The relevant bibliographical details work noted on 7" x 5" cards 
follow IS standards. 
(iii) On completion of the abstracts, subject headings were assigned. 
(iv) The subject headings are arranged in an alphabetical sequence 
(word-by-word). 
(v) In the end combined author and title index providing reference to 
various entries by their respective members is also given. 
SUBJECT HEADING 
Attempt has been made to give coextensive subject heading as much 
as possible and allowed by natural language, if more than one entry under 
the same subject headings, these are arranged alphabetically by author(s) 
name(s) 
STANDARD FOLLOWED 
The Indian standard recommended for bibliographical references (IS: 
2381-1963) has been followed. In certain cases where the said standard 
became unhelpful, I have preferred my own judgement. 
ARRANGEMENT 
The entries in this bibliography are arrange strictly alphabetically 
among the subject headings, they are arranged alphabetically by author(s) 
name(s). The item of the bibliographical references for each entry of the 
magazines and newspapers and internet articles are arranged as follows: 
i) Serial number 
ii) Name of the Author(s) 
iii) A full stop (.) 
iv) Title of the article 
v) A full stop (.) 
vi) Title of the Magazine (underlined) 
vii) Volume number 
viii) A connma (,) 
ix) Issue number 
x) Semi-colon (;) 
xi) Year 
xii) A comma (,) 
xiii) Month 
xiv) A comma (,) 
xv) Date, if any 
xvi) Semi-colon (;) 
xvii) Inclusive pages of the article 
xviii) A full step (.) 
I l l 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
91- Mukherjee (Hiren). Save the conscience and honour of our India 
Mainstream. XL, 20; 2002, July, 4; 5. 
EXPLANATION 
This article entitled 'save the conscience and honour of our India' 
w^ritten by Hiren Mukherjee has been taken from issue number 20, of the XL 
volume of Mainstream, published in the article is given from the page 
number 5. 
ABSTRACT 
The entries in bibliography contain abstracts giving the essential 
information about the articles documented I have given information 
abstract. After searching the literature enltries were recorded 7x5 cards size. 
INDEX 
Bibliography contain author index and title index, arranged 
alphabetically. 
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APJ ABDUL KALAM 
INTRODUCTION 
AvulFakir Jainulabdeen Abg^m, Kalam, the 11* president of India, is 
a fascinating and multifaceted personality^. His eminence is not confined to 
the journey of an obscure village boy from Rameshwaram to Rashtrapati 
Bhawan. From his childhood he has been intensely human and spiritual. His 
life was a great challenge throughout. The grace and courage with which he 
faced it made him an outstanding example to emulate for all times. 
Throughout his life he chased dreams, and success chased him. He is 
characterized by singleness of mid breadth of visions, clearity of purpose, a 
rare ability to make towards his goals, combined with an uncommon 
tenacity and all those extra- ordinary qualities while conferred on him, an 
exceptional authority of commons. He is never afraid to come to the grips 
with any crisis, trying to understand and solved it, and fight it to the last, not 
only through his personality of action. Dr. Kalam has many facet to his life. 
He is the 'Missile' man for some. He is a 'Dreamer' for other. For children, 
he is the 'Wings' of inspiration to spread the glow of goodness. He wants to 
catapult the nation to the status of developed country by 2020. A man who 
always longed to reach for the skies, to build up team of scientists and lover 
of amaltas forests and bird sanctuaries, and who continues with his mission 
of igniting the minds of children. He has a great sense of humour. The true 
mark of a sense of humour it that one should be able to take as well as to 
give with equal grace. He is a delightful candidate to make fun of. He tours 
to be a target without causing any offence, one can have a dig at him. 
He is a transparent person and his life is well known. It is intended to 
explore his personality from many angles. First and foremost, he is an 
admirable human being. 
C H I L D H O O D 
APJ Abdul Kalam was born on W^ October, 1931 into a middle-class 
Tamil Family in the island town of Rameshaiam in the erstwhile Madras 
state. His father Jainulabdeen, had neither much formal education nor much 
wealth; despite these disadvantage, he possessed great innate wisdom and a 
true generosity of spirit. His father had an ideal helpmate in his mother, 
Ashiamma. 
Dr. Kalam was one of many children a short boy with rather 
undistinguished looks, born to tall and handsome parents. He lived his 
ancestral house, which was built in the middle of the 18* century. It was 
fairly large pucca house, made of limestone and bricks, on the mosque street 
in Rameshwaram. His father used to avoid all inessential coniforts and 
luxuries. However, all necessities were provided for, in term of food, 
medicines or clothes. In fact, he had a very secured childhood, both 
materially and emotionally. 
The famous Shiva temple, which made Rameswaram so sacred to 
pilgrims, was about a 10-minute walk from his house. His locality was 
predominantly Muslim, but there quite a few Hindu families too, living 
amicably with their Muslim neighbours. There was a very old mosque in his 
locality where his father would take him for evening prayers. 
One of the most vivid memories of his early childhood is of the two 
men, each in his traditional attire, discussing spiritual matter, when the was 
old enough to ask questions, he asked his father about he relevance of 
prayer. His father told him, "when you pray, you transcend your body and 
become a part of the cosmos, which knows no division of wealth, age, caste, 
or creed." 
His father could convey complex spiritual concepts in very simple 
down-to-earth Tamil. He once told Kalam, "In his over time, in his own 
place, in what he really is, and in the stage he has reached-good or bad-every 
human being is a specific element within the whole of the manifest divine 
beings. So why be afraid of difficulties, suffering and problems? When 
troubles come, try to understand the relevance of your sufferings. Adversity 
always present opportunities for introspection". All this saying of his father 
filled him with a strange energy and enthusiasm. 
Dr. Abdul Kalam has throughout his life tried to emulate his father is 
his own world of science and technology. He has revealed to him by his 
father, and fell convinced that there exist a divine power that can lift one up 
from confusion, misery, melancholy and failure, and guide one to one's true 
place. And once an individual severs his emotional and physical bondage, 
he is on the road to freedom, happiness and peace of mind. 
His parents were widely regarded as an ideal couple. He normally ate 
with his mother, sitting on the floor of the kitchen. She would place a banana 
leaf before him, on which she then ladled rice and aromatic sambhar, a 
variety of sharp, have-made pickles and a dollop of fresh coconut chutney. 
When Dr. Kalam was 6 years old, Ahmad Jallaluddin had become a 
close friend of him and who was about 15 years older than Abdul Kalam. 
Jallaluddin used to call him 'Azad'. They used to go for long walks every 
evening. Jallaluddin's schooling had been limited, principally because of his 
family's straitened circumstances. This may have been the reason why he 
always encouraged him to excel in his studies and enjoyed his success 
vicariously. Jallaluddin always spoke to him about educated people, of 
scientific discoveries, of contemporary literature, and of the achievements of 
medical science. It was he who made him aware of a "brave, new world" 
beyond his narrow confines. 
In the humble environs of his boyhood, books were scare commodity. 
By local standards, however the personal literary of STR Manickam a former 
'revolutionary' or militant nationalist, was sizeable. He encouraged him to 
read all. Dr. Kalam could and often visited his have to borrow books. 
Another person who greatly influenced his boyhood was his first 
cousin, Samsuddin. He was the sole distributor for newspapers in 
Rameswaram. Since reading the printed matter was beyond the Kalam's 
capability, he had to satisfy himself with glancing at-the pictures in the 
newspapers before Samsuddin delivered them to his customers. 
Every child is born, with some inherited characteristics, into a specific 
socio-economic and emotional environment, and trained in certain ways by 
figures of authority. Dr. Kalam inherited honesty and self-disciphne from his 
father; from his mother, he inherited faith in goodness and deep kindness. 
But it was the time when he spent with Jallaluddin and Samsuddin that 
perhaps contributed most to the uniqueness of his childhood and made all 
the difference in his later life. The unschooled wisdom of Jallaluddin and 
Samsuddin was so intuitive and responsive to non-verbal messages that he 
can unhesitatingly attributed his subsequently manifested creativity to their 
company in his childhood. 
He had 3 close friends in his childhood: 
(1) Ramanadha Sastry (2) Arvindan and (3) Sivaprakasan 
All these boys were from orthodox Hindu Brahmin families. 
EDUCATION 
APJ Abdul Kalam born in poor family. His father owned two boats 
which ferried people between Rameswaram and Dhanushkodi and despite 
financial constraints, Kalam persevered in school. 
fie did his elementary education from Rameswaram panchayat 
elementary school and moved to Schwartz High School in Ramanthanpuram 
town. By the time he completed his education at Schwartz, he was a self-
confident boy deternuned to succeed. The decision to go in for further 
education was taken without a second thought. To him, in those days, the 
awareness of the possibilities for a professional education did not exist; 
higher education simply meant going to college. The nearest college was at 
Tiruchchirappalli, spelled Trichinopoly those days, and called Trichi for 
short. In 1950 he joined St. Joseph's College, Trichi, to study for the 
intermediate examination. At St. Joseph's college, he acquired a taste for 
English literature. He began to read the great classics, ^Istory, scott and 
hardy. It was around this time that he developed a great interest in physics. 
When he joined the B.Sc. degree course at St. Joseph's, he was unware of any 
other option for higher education. Nor did he have any information about 
career opportunities available to a student of science. Only after obtaining a 
B.Sc. did he realize that Physics was not his subject. He wanted to go into 
engineering to realize his dreams. Then he took up admission into 
aeronautical engineering at Madras Institute of Technology (MIT), regarded 
as the crown jewel of technical education in South India at that time. -But 
admission to this prestigious institution was an expensive affair. Around a 
thousand rupees was required, and his father could not spare that much 
money. At that time, his sister, Zohara, stood behind him, mortgaging her 
gold bangles and chain. He was deeply touched by his sister's determination 
to see him educated. In the course of his education at MIT, three teachers 
shaped his thinking. Their combined contributions formed the foundation 
on which he later built his professional career. Three teachers were Prof. 
Spender, Prof. KAV Pandalai and Prof. Nara Singha Rao. Each one of them 
had a very distinct personalities but they shared a common impulse - the 
capacity to feed their students intellechial hunger by sheer brilliance and 
untiring zeal. The three teachers, all of them authorizes in their different 
fields, helped him to mould a composite knowledge. 
His third and last year at MIT was a year of transition and was to 
have a great impact on his later life. Mean while, when he had finished his 
course work, he was assigned a project to design a low-level attack aircraft 
together with four other colleagues. He had taken up the responsibility of 
preparing and drawing the aerodynamic design. 
From MIT, he went to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) at 
Bangalore as a trainee. There he worked on engine overhauling as part of a 
team. 
APPOINTMENTS 
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam is an eminent aeronautical engineer who has 
made significant contribution to launch vehicles and missile technology to 
place India in the forefront of Nations. Dr. Kalam specialized in Aero 
Engineering from MIT. He initially worked in Defence Research and 
Development Organization from 1958 and joined Indian Space Research 
Organization in 1963. As Project Director, SLV-IIl he contributed to the 
design, development and management of India's first indigenous Satellite 
Launch Vehicles (SLV-III) to inject Rohini Satellite in the near earth orbit. He 
was Director, Aerospace Dynamic and Design Group at Vikram Sarabhai 
Space Centre (VSSC) and Director, ISRO Launch Vehicles/Systems in 
headquarters at Bangalore from 1980. 
He joined Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO) 
as director. Defence Research and Development Laboratory (DRDL) in 1982. 
He conceived the Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme 
(IGMPD) and became its Chief Executive. An advanced research technology 
center called "Research Centre Imarat (RCI)" has been established by Dr. 
Kalam as an extension to DRDL to undertake development in futuristic 
missile technology areas. 
He served as Scientific Adviser to Raksha Mantri and Secretary, 
Department of Defence Research and Development and Director General, 
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) from July, 1992 to 
December, 1999. He believed Defence Technology can be used as a 
technological tool for national development. 
He has served as the Principal Scientific Adviser to tlie Government 
of India, in the rank of Cabinet Minister, from November 1999 to November 
2001. He was primarily responsible for evolving policies, strategies and 
missioris for generation of innovations and support systems for multiple 
applicatioris. Also, generating science and technology tasks in strategic, 
economic and social sectors in partnership with government departments, 
institutions and industry. He was chairman, ex-officio, of the Scientific 
Advisory Committees to the Cabinet (SAC-C). 
He is a Fellow of Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore; fellow of 
National Academy of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, honorary fellow of 
Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers, New Delhi, and 
ISRO Distinguished professor. 
Now, he became as the president of India on 25* July 2002. 
His career started when two alternative opportunities for 
employment, both close to his long-standing dream of flying, presented 
themselves before him when he came out of HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited) as a graduate aeronautical engineer. One was the career in the Air 
Force and other was a job at the Directorate of Technical Development and 
Production, DTD & P (Air), at the Ministry of Defence. He applied for both. 
The interview calls arrived from both the places almost simultaneously. He 
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was selected as Senior Scientific Assistant at the DTP & P (Air). But he was 
interested very much in Air Force. At the directorate, he was posted at the 
technical center (Civil Aviation). 
Dr. Kalam has been, seen four mile stones in his career: 
1. As twenty years spents in ISRO. He was given the opportunity to be 
the project director for India's first Satellite Launch vehicle, SLV3. The 
one that launched Rohini. These year played a very important role in 
his life of scientist. 
2. He joined in DRDO and got a chance to be the part of India's Guided 
Missile Programme. It was his second bliss when Agin met its 
mission requirements in 1994. 
3. The Deptt. of Atomic Energy and DRDO had this tremendous 
partnership in the recent nuclear tests, on May 11 and 13. This was 
the third bliss. 
4. In 3 weeks, he mad floor reaction orthosis 300 gram calipers with his 
colleagues for orthopaedic center. The children who dragging around 
a 3 kg load on their legs, they could now move around! 
APT ABDUL KALAM AS PRESIDENT OF INDIA 
APJ AbdulKalam became India's ll'^'president on 25^''July, 2002. As 
a consensus candidate Kalam's credentials are impeccable. Nuclear scientist 
APJ Abdul Kalam has benefited from some negative fallout - Prime Minister 
A.B. Vajpayee and Home Minister L.K. Advani's lack of keenness for 
another term for president K.R. Naraynan; the antipathy of the congress, left 
parties and Telugu Desam to Maharashtra Governor P.C. Alexand who was 
Vajpayee's original choice, and the Lukewarm sentiment in the National 
Democratic Alliance (NDA) and opposition parties for vice-president 
Kirshan Kant. Abul Kalam emerged as the most acceptable name. 
The decision would be taken by a cabal which comprised, besides 
Vaijepayee, Advani, Defence Minister and NDA convener George Fernandes, 
External affair Minister Jaswant Singh, Parliamentary Affair Minister 
Pramod Mahajan and RuraL Development Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu. 
When the group first met on June 5, the short list included K.C. Pant, L.M. 
Singhvi, Kalam and Viren Shah. The favourite was Maharashtra Govern P.C. 
Alexander. But Vajpayee felt that other constituents like Trinamool Congress 
and Janta Dal (U) might go with Naidu's choice of kant, making it a very 
close contest. Vajepayee also worried about the call for a "conscience vote" 
among the minor allies and independent throughout the country that could 
send his nominee tumbling to a shock defeat. 
Then Naidu made his master sweep and proposed Kalam's name. 
Wliile the suggestion united the NDA, there was some disarray among the 
opposition. The opposition parties, including the left, the Janta Dal(s) and 
the Samajwaid Part. Opposition chose the veteran freedom fighter and 
activist 87 year old Captain Lakshmi Sahgal as their candidate. But on the 
whole, there was a wide spread approval of the choice of APJ Abdul Kalam. 
With the out come of the presidential electioris panning out along 
expected lines, APJ Abdul Kalam was elected as the 11* president of India 
on July 25, 2002, getting nearly 90% of the vote value from the electoral 
college. 
THE LIFE STYLE 
People always want to know about the life style of public 
personalities; trivia are of great interest. It is a natural curiosity that must be 
fulfilled. His daily habits include morning walk, prayer, yoga asana, 
application of coconut oil on the head before the bath and the mandatory 
glass of milk at night before retiring. He listens to radio at night for the news 
and classic music. He loves South Indian Food. He plays the Veena, reading 
both the Holy Koran and the Bhagavad Gita; and seldom cutting his hair. 
His one consuming passion is work. He spends a major part of his 
time in the office. Around 9:30 P.M. on any working day, or holiday: "what 
are you pushing? Oh! having dinner? Pushing Rasmaa rice inside? I thought 
you would be pushing the project." Tliis is a typical telephonic conversation. 
Not only would he chase people at unearthly hours, he would also expect 
them to be in the lab working. Dr. Kalam's energy and alacrity, even late at 
night, could not be matched by most of his colleagues younger to him by 10 
years or more. This flow of energy can only be due to intense commitment 
and dedication. 
Another interesting aspect to note is his panchant for fairness. He 
does not permit people close to him to exploit their proximity for their 
personal benefit one afternoon, a visitor asked for Dr. Kalam's help in 
securing employment for his son in the DRDO. Dr. Kalam advised him to 
send his son's application and said that he would get the job if found fit. 
This is typical of his approach to such issues of getting things done through 
contacts. It was not that he did not have consideration for the man, but that 
he should not spoil the chances of some other deserving boy by interfering 
in this case. "Justice for all", especially those who do not have the reach is 
his guiding motto. He carried this principle in the case of his own nephew. 
He refused to put a word for him and the boy did not get the job. 
Unlike the others he did not carry the weight of his seniority on his 
shoulders. He did not have to prove anyone that he was the boss. Therefore, 
he let you behave as one of his friends. His appararent humility puts you off 
balance; you felt so comfortable in his presence that you got carried away 
and told him a few things you would never tell a boss. He never liked to 
impose his views on others. If you had a different point of view, he would 
let you talk freely, all the time planning how to get you around to his point 
of view! He is a great strategist. He is very persuasive. 
Is Dr. Kalam always sweet? Never nasty? Never angry? AiiQx all, he is 
human. He did get angry. In fact, very angry if he found out that someone 
have behaved dishonestly. He also become upset if his name has been 
misused for private purposes. He is very conscious of the value of his name 
and the mileage it can fetch. If someone had misquoted him for a private 
advantage, then all he would be let loose. He knows that his name and his 
reputation are his capital and he will not let others squander it when senior 
officers let down the subordinates, he get angry. It is against the grain in him 
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to let down subordinates. He got wild when anyone ran down the 
indigenous systems in favour of imported technology. 
He take his decision by consensus. He consults many people before 
arriving at a decision. Often one can't be able to comprehend his thinking. 
After consultations, if he is agree with the consensus, he announce the 
decisions. If he is not agree with the consensus he indicate that he would like 
to thinks things over. That means he want to take his own decision 
irrespective to the advise he got. Most people become happy that he gave a 
respectful hearing to their views. 
Dr. Kalam is scrupulous in his personal financial dealings. He insist 
on paying for all services. He personally paid for newspapers delivered at 
his residence even though he was entitled to pay for them from the office 
fund. He used to say. "The government is paying me salary. Why should I 
not pay for my newspapers? His attitude towards government expenditure 
is intriguing. According to R. Ramanathan, he would not hesitate to ask 
from the government sanction for heavy amounts for his pet projects. Once 
the money was sanctioned, he was very tight fisted. He would never permit 
wasteful expenditure. 
Another interesting aspect of his personality is that he gives great 
respect to persons who want to meet him. He takes pains to find out about 
the other person especially his interests. Whenever, he gives gifts, he selects 
them with care. Nothing is routine to him, as far as relationship goes. He 
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wants the youngsters to dream and aim high. He likes to talk to people 
about their interests rather than his. He is a great listener, and gives you 
total attention. He is always ready with encouraging words. Most persons, 
when they come out of his room, say that he radiates positive energy. 
The Defense Minister treated him as the ''Lightning Rod". Whenever 
there was a meeting of the public accounts committee, the Defense Minister 
would take him whether he was connected with the matter under review or 
not. When a matter became too hot for the Defense Secretary, he would 
request Dr. Kalam to say a few words. The committee members had such 
respect for him that they immediately cooled down. Time and again, he had 
come to the rescue of the Defense Miruster. A Defense Secretary called him 
''Lightning Rod" that receives all the shock and leaves thie building 
unharmed! 
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QUALITIES OF APT ABDUL KALAM 
Dr. Kalam possessed the remarkable qualities like foresightness, 
intuition power, positive will, honesty, patriotism, hard work, patience, 
sympathy and as an author. 
FORESIGHTNESS 
"We know not where our drams will take us, but we can probably see 
quite clearly where we'll go without them." (Marilyn Grey) 
Dr. Kalam starts his book Ignited Minds with the words: 
"Dream, Dream, Dream 
Dreams transform into thoughts 
And thoughts result in action." 
When Dr. Kalam talks of dreaming, he means that youngsters should 
set themselves a goal. Unless one has a goal, one would only be drifting. If 
one firmly believes in something, and makes effort in a focused way, then, 
the chances are that one can realize one's dreams. He echoes the great 
American sage Ralph Waldo Emerson who says in his essay one self 
Reliance "Trust Thyself", "To believe in your own thought, to believe that 
what is true for you in your private heart is true for all men - that is genius", 
says Dr. Kalam. 
So, the 'Dream' refers to Dr. Kalam's wish that youth of the country 
should aim big and work for the country's transformation. It was his school 
teacher Mr. lyadurai Solomon who had taught him to have a proper focus 
and faith. Later Dr. Kalam had opportunities to work with many visionaries 
who had taught him the value of aiming high and planning boldly. 
The first example of a large project where he brought to bear his 
stamp of vision was the Integrated Guided Missile Development 
Programme (IGMDP). This was a very difficult project, needed courage and 
great self-confidence to propose and undertake a resporisibility of that 
magnitude. The project was sanctioned based on the confidence that the 
government had in Dr. Kalam's ability to handle the mammoth project. 
VISION OF DR. ABDUL KALAM 
First Vision: His first vision is 'Freedom', because "in 3000 years of our 
history people from all over the world have come and invaded us, captured 
our lands, conquered our minds. From Alexand onwards, the Greeks, the 
Turks, the Mughals the Portugese, the British, the French, the Dutch, all of 
them came and looted us, took over what was ours. Yet we have not done 
this to any other nation. We have not conquered anyone. We have not 
grabbed their lands, their culture, and their history and tried to enforce our 
way of life on them. Why? Because we respect the freedom of others." That 
is why his first vision is of Freedom. 
Second Vision: His second vision for India is 'Development'. He said, "for 
fifty years we have been a developing nation. It is time we see ourselves as 
developed nation. We are among top 5 nations of the world in terms of GDP. 
We have 10% growth rate in most areas. Our poverty levels are falling. Our 
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achievements are being globally realized today. Yet we lack the self-
confidence to see ourselves as a developed nation, self-reliant and self-
assured." 
Third Vision: India must stand up to the world'. Because he believe that 
unless India stands up to the world no one will respect us. Only strength 
respects strength. We must be strong not only as a military power but also as 
an economic power. Both must go simultaneously. Famous thought of Dr. 
Kalam, ''small aim is a crime; the vision for the nation will create the best of 
human being". Also, "thinking is progress non-thinking is destruction to the 
individual, organization and the country." 
Dr. Kalam's latest dream is to ' Unleash the power of the ignited 
minds of the childreri. He is convinced that the full involvement of the 
children is a pre-requisite to successful transformation of the nation from the 
'developing to 'developed' nation status. In his view the power of the 
ignited soul is more powerful than any force on earth, above the earth or 
below it. He wants to supercharge the children with an ambition to reach 
out and achieve much above the present levels. If he can convert his latest 
dream into reality and manage to ignite the young minds then no force can 
stop India's progress. 
LOVER OF CHILDREN 
After the late Prime Minister of India, Jawahar Lai Nehru, Dr. Kalam 
is the great lover of children. The mutual love between Kalam and children 
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is well known. As he told a child soon after he became the president, "My 
goal is to meet a lakh children in one year". But in his 10 months in office, 
the president has met over 1.5 lakh school children. But, the extent of 
hysteria he generates among the children is to be seen to be believed. He has 
been consciously targeting the kids as he wants to catch them young and 
motivate them. He had been meeting the children for a long time. At every 
convocation he presides over, he insists that students be moved to the front 
row. "So that he can see them when he is speaking". And if organizers 
ignore his request, as they did at Baripada's North Orissa University 
convocation, he rushes down the stage the instant the function is over, 
cutting through the VIP packed rows to talk to the students sitting at the 
back of the Hall. He felt that the students would be his constituency to 
propagate the need for developing pride in the country and usher an era of 
prosperity by fostering indigenous technology development. He exhorts 
them to think big. "Small aim is a crime" in his favorite expression "Dream, 
dream, dream. Dream transforms into thoughts. Thoughts result in action." 
He has repeated this message in all corner of the country hundred of times. 
Students look eagerly forward to meeting him and listen to his words 
of advice. Wliat makes Dr. Kalam tick? Why is he so popular with the 
children? The answer is not far to seek. Unlike other VIPs, he is accessible. 
He is engaging to talk to. He makes the children feel important. He is not in 
a hurry to finish off the meeting and run away to the next place. He 
encourages the children to ask questions and patiently answers them. He 
gives examples to clarify the answer. "Have I ansv^ered your question is a 
common expression. He wants to ensure that the child gets the answer. He 
doesn't avoid any question. The respect he gives the children and to their 
questions get him the respect and affection from the children. The affection 
he exudes for the children is genuine. He radiates brilliance and positive 
energy in the presence of children. You must watch him among the children 
to understand the vibration that exist between him and the children. 
Communication is perfect. Just being with them energize him: just looking at 
thim motivates the children. This is incomparable in the history of 
independent India. Only Jawahar Lai Nehru had hit off with children in a 
big way. "Uncle Kalam" is enshrined in the hearts of Indian children in 
much the same way. 
What made him to target the children at this stage of his career? He 
writes in Ignited Minds that, "My over work and indeed I as a person were 
relegated to the background. My scientific career, my teams, my awards, all 
this become secondary. I wanted to be a part of the eternal intelligence that 
is India. I hoped to transcend myself and discover the inner, higher self that 
is in us through my interaction with joyous children's." 
Following are some specific tasks to the children has been suggested by Dr. 
Kalam to convert his dreams into action plan. 
1. Student Centric Literacy Movement: He is of the view that a good 
sign of a developed nation is that it is built on societies wherein 
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'people who have' work hard to bridge the divide between those 
receive good education and 'those who have not' one may to do this 
that everyone should visit the village on holidays and contribute to 
the removal of illiteracy of two persons and light the quest for 
knowledge in them. Everyone should work towards achieving the 
national target of increasing the level of literacy from the 57% to 75% 
by 2010. 
2. Student Centric Eco-care Movement: According to him if 200 million 
of you plant five trees each, there will be a billion trees. Mother India 
will give her similes to you. The tree planting can be done in the 
school, at have or in the village adopted by the school. This effort will 
got to meet 6% of the Government's afforestation programme. In 
addition each school should take up water harvesting programme 
with the participation of children. This will inculcate in the children a 
spirit of sharing the national resources. 
The questions asked by the children and answers by Dr. Kalam are 
listed below. These have been taken form a Tamil monthly (July and August 
2001 issues) for children chutti vikatan. 
Q.l Who is the first Scientist in the world? 
Ans. The child is the first scientist. A Scientist asks questions to know the 
'why' of things; you children keep asking questions all the time. That is what 
a scientist does. If you cultivate this habit many of you can become scientists. 
Q.2 What will you ask if God gives a boon? 
Ans. "Make my Country a Developed nation." 
Q.3 I study in a village. Can I become a scientist? 
Ans. Certainly the atmosphere was different when I studied. New there are 
plenty of schools and colleges near the villages. There are plans to build 
many more. If you study well with focus, opportunity to become a scientist 
will come. When I studied in school, foreigners ruled the country. Now you 
are in an independent India, with good opportunity for achieving whatever 
you want. 
Q.4 'Hope'. Please explain Sir 
Ans. It was in 1857 that the HOPE that India will win freedom was born. It 
was achieved later with the sacrifice made by many patriots. Many young 
persons participated in it. 
Nov ,^ India is HOPING to become 'Developed Country' by 2020. It is 
your parents' HOPE that you will study well and bring honour to them and 
the country. 
Q.5 What is the thing that should be eliminated from the country? What 
should be encouraged to grow? 
Ans. The defeatist attitude that we cairmot achieve should be eliminated. 
This can be done with parental affection, good education and blessings of 
god persons. 
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Following are some reactions of the students 
> "I like the way he showed his concerns for the students in the sun and 
said that in future we would get better shadow." 
> "Sir, while you were speaking to us I felt you were a dear friend. But 
not a great personality. Thank you. Sir." 
> "Into this world people come and go, but those who have done 
something significant and have contributed to our knowledge and 
society are great. That is what our president has done." 
> "His speech was greatly inspiring and we vow that we will follow his 
advice." 
THELEADER 
Dr. Kalam has shaped as a great leader in his own right. He has 
exhibited many qualities of round leadership on various occasions. 
The foremost quality of a leader is vision. He cannot lead his team if 
he does not know the final destination. Vision is more than immediates and 
goals. It is long and wide in range and may call for fundamental changes in 
approach. Dr. Kalam. is primarily a visionary and a dreamer. He 
conceptualizes well and communicates the contours of the vision very 
effectively. At every step of his career, he draws up a vision for his 
organization. While in DRDO, he organized two meetings of selected senior 
directors for brain storming on the vision statement for DRDO. After many 
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days of soul searching, the committee adopted the following vision 
statement for DRDO. "Make India prosperous by establishing world class 
science and technology base and provide our defence services decisive edge 
by equipping them with internationally competitive systems and solutions." 
Dr. Kalam made the Defence Minister adopt a self-reliance vision for 
the services. Later, he has set for the country the vision of a developed 
nation. 
The leader is like a coach. He has to assess the potential of each 
member of his team and help him to blossom. Dr. Kalam has developed this 
into a fine art. In his meetings, he encourages free thinking and talking. He is 
a great listener. He never interfere when somebody is making a point. The 
kind of fights one sees among a group would give the impression of 
anarchy. Far from it Dr. Kalam deliberately encourages differences of 
opinion sot that the group would have a full chance to evaluate all options. 
When he moved to DRDL in Hyderabad, he found the atmosphere stifling. 
There was no culture of free exchange of views. The 'feudal' approach of 
"boss is always right" prevailed. He worked hard to break down mental 
bareers to encourage people to say what they felt right. No scientific 
progress can be made if free thinking is inhabited. He opened up DRDL and 
later DRDO. In this process he came to know the worth of each person. 
Like his mentor, Dr. Dhawan, he preferred to be an invisible leader 
He would indicate broad parameters of the problems and leave it entirely to 
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experts to come up with solutions. His genius was in identifying the 
problems and forming the right teams to tackle them. 
A good leader makes the systems to work for him. He does not 
complain about the lack of proper environment. He is a past master in 
adopting a system to his requirements. 
Keeping the morale of his people high is a hallmark of Dr. Kalam's 
management style. For example, when Agni was successfully test fired, he 
got the government to sanction a monetary reward for every one in DRDL. 
Later when he was Scientific Adviser to Raksha Mantri he introduced a 
system of DRDO awards carrying attractive cash components. Award giving 
is one of the many ways he used to motivate people. The best method he 
employed was, of course, to be accessible to them all the time and have an 
encouraging word for each of them. 
Kalam's ability to bring people together and integrate efforts towards 
a mission made him an excellent team leader and an able project manager, 
just what a strategic programme like the IGMPD required. 
Dr. Kalam has taken Dr. Vikram Sarabhai as his role model He 
particularly admired Sarabhai's leadership qualities. He described Dr. 
Sarabhai as an invisible leader, which he defines as follows: "invisible 
leadership is in exercising the vision to change the traditional roles from 
commander to coach, manager to mentor, director to delegate and from one 
who demands respect to one who facilitate respects." 
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AS AN AUTHOR 
Dr. Kalam himself has written three books are given below: 
1. Wings of Fire 
2. India 2020: A Vision for the New Millennium 
3. Ignited Minds; Unleashing the power within India 
WINGS OF FIRE 
This book is written for the ordinary people of India for who Dr. 
Kalam has an immense affection and of who Dr. Kalam is certainly one. He 
described the individuals who had a profound influence on his life. This 
book is also by way of a submission of thanks, to his parents and immediate 
family, and to the teachers and preceptors he was fortunate to have had, 
both as a student and in his professional life. It is also a tribute to the 
uriflagging enthusiasm and efforts of his young colleagues who helped to 
realize their collective dreams. He certainly owe a great debt of knowledge 
and inspiration to the distinguished lineage of Indian Scientists, that 
included Vikram Sarabhai Satish Dhawan and Braham Prakash. They played 
major roles in his life and in the story of Indian Science. 
He narrating his memories of childhood, School days, the odd jobs he 
did to pay his school fees and the accounts of his frustrated attempt to 
become an Air Force Pilot and of how he became, instead of the Collector his 
father dreamed he would, a rocket engineer. This story is an account not just 
of his personal triumphs and tribulations but of the success and setbacks of 
the science establishment in modern India, struggling to establish itself in 
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the technological forefront. It is the story of national aspiration and of 
cooperative endeavour. 
Through this book he tell the several-million mass of India, to never 
feel small or helpless "we are all born with a divine fire in us. Our efforts 
should be to give wings to this fire and fill the world with the glow of its 
goodness". In fact this book provides only a thumbnail sketch of Dr. 
Kalam's life. The book is an extremely well written 'autobibliography' of a 
well known Indian Scientist APJ Kalam. 
IGNITED MINDS: UNLEASHING THE POWER WITHIN INDIA 
In this book APJ Abdul Kalam has clearly articulated his vision for 
development of the country and his dreams and the hopes of the youth of 
the country to take India to the status of a developed nation. For this 
purpose Ignited Minds is an irresistible premise: the people of a nation have 
the power, by dint of hard work, to realize their dream of a truly life. 
In this story he presented his view on this interesting point that 
Igniting Minds has a rocket metaphor about it or Ignition can cause 
revolution. Igruted Minds are highly appealing to younger generations. 
Ignition can cause revolution. Naturally, ignited minds of the will transform 
India into a developed nation. 
INDIA 2020: A VISION FOR THE NEW MILLENNIUM 
"Can India become a First World Nation within the next 20 years? 
Definitely, say the authors, in this seminal thought-provoking book." IN this 
book Kalam our most distinguished Scientist, and Y.S. Rajan who has been 
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closely associated with the space programme, examine our strength - and 
weakeness ~ to offer a vision of how India can be among the world's first 
five economic powers in the next 20 years. 
CONCLUSION 
Dr. Kalam is a divine light in himself and deserves every respect and 
honour in this world. The simplest human being in this world who possess 
all qualities, abilities and virtues which is a noble and divine personality 
possess. Dr. Kalam who is as sagacious statesman, a courageous crusader, a 
friend of the port, the defender of the global peace, the saviour of the 
democratic traditions, a legend in his own life time, who has the audacity of 
frightening even thunderbolts, who with extra ordinary skills balanced the 
superpowers against one another, who is worth several divisions in respect 
of the country's security and worth billons of dollars in terms of the world's 
confidence, who is the racklessness of troubling, who is a symbol of India's 
freedom unity and strength, who is a passionate proponent of reconciliation 
and peace among nations and of better liie for the deprived of all lands, who 
possessed the remarkable qualities like keen perception, fine situation 
powers, positive will magnetism, dynamism, courtesy, generosity, loyalty, 
sympathy, patience, power of self expression, persistency, determination, 
active faculty of inspiration, good insight into human nature, capability, 
ambition, land hard work, unique, visionary and who without any formal 
education could become the world leader will be remembered in history for 
centuries to come. 
Dr. Kalam is India's 11* and the 3^'^ from Muslim Community become 
a president of India. He is a unique president than others in the sense that he 
is doing all the possible work to develop India by 2020. Not only this but he 
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instilled this idea into the mind of every child of India. He has the ability to 
get every one committed to the overall "mission." He himself is so focused 
on the mission, to the exclusion of all else. He will not leave any stone 
unturned for India to become a developed nation. He exercised his power in 
a true sense as a president of India should have to do. It all proves that Dr. 
Kalam cannot be a prisoner of Rashtrapati Bhawan. Kalam the third Muslim 
and the First Bharat Ratna to occupy the highest constitutional office, among 
the other presidents of India. 
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(part two 
annotateb pbliosraptip 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
1. JAYASINGHE (Christine). Wallop that transformed Abdul Kalam. The 
Economic Times. 2002, July, 30; 2. 
Author is of the view that they were youngster hving in the southern 
Indian town of Rameswaram when Ibrahim Marikkar gave his nephew a 
walloping for playing cards with neighbourhood wastrels. That nephew 
was AP] Abdul Kalam, the man who is Inida's new president. In later 
years, the Indian leader reportedly claimed that he owed his spectacular 
rise from paper boy to "missileman" to his uncle' admonishment, asking 
him not to waste time. Ibrahim Marikkar recalled how Abdul Kalam, the 
son of a boatman was recognized as a gifted child by teachers, first at the 
village school in Rameshwaram. With great difficulty, his parents heeded 
the teacher's advice and had him sent to a larger school in nearby town. 
"It was there that he managed to advance himself", said Marikkar. 
2. RAGHAVAN (Nalini Vijaya). Head start. Outlook. XLII, 26; 2002, July, 8; 
8. 
If APJ Abdul Kalam makes it as a president the third Indian from the 
Muslim community to be one - Indian could proudly stake a claim to 
being one of the most secular nations in the world. In spite of all the 
sermonizing that India is subject to each time there is a communal riot, the 
irony is that no other national is the world can boast of such an 
achievements. Kalam is today known in particular for the missile 
programme, which was built on the modules of technical experitise forged 
in the space programme under the inspirational leadership of Satish 
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Dhawan. He is also remembered for his pivotal role in the Pokhran 
lutclear explosive tests. The vision of science as a value-free enterprise 
tliat is not encumbered by political ideologies is a particularly congenial 
one for individuals engaged in developing weapons of mass destruction. 
DEVRAJ (Ranjit). Indian vmtouchable rockets to presidential heights. IPS. 
2002, July, 29. 
When the son of a boatman who once sold newspapers at a railway station 
was installed as India's president it was yet another sign that social 
mobility does work in this democracy of billion - plus people. The election 
of APJ Abdul Kalam by a college of ParUamentarians and state-level 
legislators and his swearing in on July, 25 was no flash in the pan. After 
all, the man he replaced at the splendorous Rashtrapati Bhawan, once a 
palace for the former viceroys of the British Empire, came from even 
humbler origins and belong to Hindu caste once regarded as untouchable. 
In New Delhi's snobbish cocktail circuit, no one would have given either 
Kalam, or his predecessor, KR Narayanan, a second glance but for the 
exalted position they attained through dint of hard work in the early part 
of their careers. 
4. WALIA (Nona). Political spin off has worked. Times News Network. 
Writer tells about Abdul Kalam before he'is going to take over the seat of 
presidentship, that in a few weeks, he will move into his new home. The 
house that Sir Edwin Lutyens built, for India's first Citizen. And all there 
days are a preparation to be president. Here's APJ Abdul Kalam with a 
difference." He has an uncanny inclination to prove everything, rather 
logically. "Let me understand the political system. Till a few days back, I 
was first a professor at Arma University teaching final year students", says 
the 70 year- old Kalam. That's what makes the Kalam style uruque and 
original. From his small town of Rameshwaran to Rashtrapti Bhawan, he's 
come a long way. "My story is a scientist tested by failure and setbacks; 
the story of a leader supported by a large team of dedicated 
professionals." In the matiix of success, Kalam hasn't left anything to fate. 
KALAM BECOMES eleventh president of India. The Economic 
times, 2002, July, 28; 4. 
Architect of India's missile programme APJ Abdul Kalam on Thursday 
took over as the 11* president and made a strong plea for a focused 
action" to combat cross-border terrorism and internal conflicts and to 
make the coimtry militarily and economically self-reliant on the path to 
speedy development. Pleading to makes India stiong, the president plea 
for making national security a national priority and expressed his 
unflinching commitment to secularism. 71 year old Kalam, who hails from 
a humble boatman's family in Rameshwaran, was sorn in by the Chief 
Justice of India BN Kirpal at a solemn and imique ceremony in the Cential 
Hall of Parliament in which 100 children from across the country were 
also present. Kalam tiie third Muslim and the First Bharat Ratna to occupy 
the highest constitutional office took the oath. 
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6. KALAM ELECTED president. Hindustan Times. LXXyill, 197; 2002, July, 
19; 1. 
With the outcome of the presidential elections panning out along expected 
lines, AJP Abdul Kalam was elected as the 11* president of India getting 
nearly 90 percent of the vote value from the electoral college. Three post 
presidents - Rajendra Prasad, S. Radhakrishnan and K. r. Naryanan - had 
secured more than 90 percent of the vote value. "I am indeed delighted to 
get elected as the president," said the nussible technologist soon after the 
results were formally declared. Kalam will be sworn in the Central Hall of 
Parliament House on July 25. While thanking his friends and teachers, he 
specially remembered three great scientists Professor Vikram Sarabhai, 
Satish Dhawan and Brahima Prakash. In a message to the covmtry, Kalam 
said India needed a "second vision" to be transformed into a developed 
coxmtry in 20 years. 
FROM SCIENTIST to politicians. Internet. 2002, June, 19. 
The NDA's candidate for the post of president APJ Abdul Kalam Abdul 
Kalam addressed the media for the first time since his monination for the 
highest constitutional office in the country. Refusing to answer question 
on Indo-Pakistan stand off, Kalam quoted Prime Minister Vajpayee's 
statement that the situation on border was under control. Kalam said that 
if India and Pakistan did not have nuclear weapons there would have 
been a war. On a question concerning to Gujarat violence, he said that 
Gujarat violence was painful and should be prevented at all cost. On a 
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question concerning Gujarat Chief Minister Narendra Modi, Kalam said, 
"I have given my views clearly, you can attribute what I have said 
accordingly." 
8. KALAM TO presidential heights, www.abdulkalam.com. 2002, July, 29. 
This article highUghted how Kalam reached to presidential height. He is a 
son of a boatman and was selling newspapers at railways station, now 
occupied the country's highest office of president. "There is an increasing 
trend for Indian democracy to throw up leaders from the grassroots and 
from previously marginalised groups rather than from among the urban 
upper class," said Parikh. Kalam is a homegrown rocket scientist whose 
role trip to the United States was a six-month stint at the NASA in the 
sixties to study the 'scout' launcher and make Indian version. According 
to sociologist Abhigit Pattak, Kalam and Narayanan are "not merely 
ornamental and present fine examples of half century but and contrast 
sharply with the post-colonial experience of its in mediate neighbours in 
Soutli Asia." 
KERALA TEST - launch of IRS - P6 Successful. Kerala nexfc 2003, Oct, 13-
ISRO Chairman said that the test-laxmch of IRS-P6 was successful. 
Madhavan Nair said that the satellite would help to locate water resource, 
petroleum and minerals. Referring to the recent statement by A.P.J. Abdul 
Kalam that he has a dream to visit outer space in a satellite and return, 
Madhavan Nair said that it was such dreams of the president that had 
become realities. 
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10. KALAM HAPPY over his candidatiare. www.hmdustantimes.com. 2002, 
Jtme, 10. 
Eminent Scientist APJ Abdul Kalam, NDA's nominee for the post of 
president, expressed happiness over his choice for the top post of country. 
Kalam, who was interacting with professor of Arma University, sent word 
through Dr. Radhakrishnan, his coordinating officer, that he was very 
happy about the choice. However, he said he would meet the press on 
Tuesday after everything was fii\alized. Radhakrishnan told media 
persons to wait at the Uruversity premises that Dr. Kalam had received a 
call from New Delhi conveying the news of his nomination to the post. 
"The entire Uruversity and all the professor are thrilled over Kalam's 
nomination, because Kalam is one of four professors." Dr. 
Radhakrishanan, said. 
AWARDS 
11. INDIRA GANDHI peace prize for Dr. Sadako Ogata. Internet. 2003, Nov, 
20. 
Well-known Japanese humanist Dr. Sadako Ogata hanoured with the 2001 
Indira Gandhi prize for peace, disarmament and development, by the 
president of India, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. The award was presented to Dr. 
Sadako in recognition of her noble humanitarian contributions towards 
furthering the causes of human rights and welfare of children world wide, 
and his achievements in the field of alleviating the pain of millions of 
refugees all over the world. Presenting the award, Kalam said, India 
firmly believed that for a better tomorrow, "interaction among nations 
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must be based on co-existence not conflict, cooperation not confrontation 
and concord and no coercion" and that violent conflicts are an energy of 
development. 
12. RAMPHAU AN Internationalist: Kalam. The Hindu. 126, 275; 2003, 
Nov. 20; 13. 
The former secretary-general of the common-wealth, Sridath Ramphal, 
conferred Indira Gandhi prize for peace, development and disarmament 
for 2002 by the president, APJ Abdul Kalam, at a gUttering ceremony at 
Rashtrapati Bhav^ a^n in the presence of the Prime Minister, Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee, the leader of the opposition in the Lok Sabha, Sonia Gandhi and 
a host of other dignitaries and guests. Hailing Mr. Ramphal as 
internationalist who has been striving. 
13. KALAM PRESENTS Indira Gandhi Prize to Ramphal. The Times of 
India. 54,277; 2003, Nov, 20,8. 
President API Abdul Kalam presented the 2002 India Gandhi prize for 
peace, disarmament and development to former common wealth 
presenting award, Kalam said, "Interaction among nations must be based 
on co-exercise not conflict cooperation not confrontation" presenting the 
award at the Ashok Hall of Rashtrpati Bhawan, Kalam said, "We enjoy the 
advantages presented by global interdependence, but also face the 
security vulnerabilities of the global village. The imprecedented complex 
of challenges calls for a new look at international organisations and the 
cooperate in these matters". 
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14. SHRIDATH RAMPHAL awarded Indira Gandhi peace prize. The 
Hindustan Times. LXXIX, 277; 2002, Nov, 20; 11. 
APJ Abdul Kalam on 20**^  November presented the 2002 Indira Gandhi 
Prize Peace, disarmament and development to former common wealth 
Secretary-General Sir Shridath Ramphal. Presenting the award at the 
Ashok Hall of Rashtrapati Bhavan, Kalam said, India firmly believed that 
for a better tomorrow, "interaction among nations must be based on co-
existence not conflict, cooperation not confrontation and concord and no 
coercision" and that violent conflicts are an enemy of development. 
Globalisation has come to stay but "with the dawn of this millermium, the 
peace of transformation of the world into a global village has accelerated. 
Globalisation is inevitable and unavoidable and the need of the hour is for 
humanity to collectively make endeavours to transform the process of 
globalisation into a positive phenomenon", he said. 
CELEBRATION FOR PRESIDENTSHIP 
15. RAMESH BABU. Thirty-six Kalam kin Delhi-bound. Hindustan Times. 
LXXVIII, 278; 2003, July 21; 11. 
As many as 33 relatives and three family friends of APJ Abdul Kalam 
celebrates July 25, swearing in ceremony excited no end by Kalam's climb 
to the Rais-ina Hill, the jumbo entourage does not seem to mind the gruel 
of the travel. Kalam in footing the bill for second class sleeper tickets for 
the first family to he's first Delhi darshan and has refused to spend 
government money for the trip. "When he come here on July 9, he devised 
us to book the train ticket in advance and insisted that he will pay from 
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his pocket, says his nephew Jainulabddin, Kalam's sole surviving brother, 
Mohammad Muthu Meeralabha, 87 was first reluctant to travel to Delhi. 
The delegation includes Pakshi Venkita Subramanya Sasatrigal, Kalam's 
childhood friend. 
CONSENSUAL CHOICE 
16. VENICATESAN (V). Political dynamics. Frontline. 19,13; 2002, July, 5; 11-
14. 
The emergence of Abdul Kalam as the successor to K.R. Narayanan was 
preceded by intense maneuvering in the ruling coalition, and a major 
motive was to cause disarray in the opposition. The irony was too obvious 
to be missed. Process of APJ Abdul Kalam's choice for country's highest 
office has had a profoimd effect on as well as the character and level of 
cohesion of the national opposition, thus setting political pointers for the 
future. Kalam was not the first choice of either govt, or the opposition, and 
most parties barring the left agreed on his choice as the next president 
through a process of elimination of their preferred candidates. When the 
race for the president's officer began, Vajpayee had several candidates to 
choose from, with Kalam probably ranking last in the list. But Kalam has 
won the hearts of hardliners because he is identified closely with the 
aggressive patriotism. 
17. SEN (Mohit). Presidential contest. Mainstream. XL, 27; 2002, June, 22; 4. 
It is good choice of NDA government that it is chosen APJ Abdul Kalam 
as a presidential contest. A.B. Bardhan proudly claimed that he was the 
first to propose that the presidential candidate should be chosen by 
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consensus. This would have meant that he or she would have had to have 
been also the candidate of the NDA. The presidential candidate can't be 
chosen on the basis of being opposed to the NDA government. He or she 
should be a person of integrity and impartiality and firm in his loyalty to 
the basic principles of the constitution. To make Dr. Kalam the candidate 
of the nation as a whole. After all, he was not just anybody. Apart from 
being one of the most distinguished Indian Scientists his ... on Indian 
nationalism, self-reliance, secularism and the scientific temper make him 
ari outstanding Indian whose choice as the president would bring honour 
to that office. 
18. PRESIDENTIAL MISSILE. Meantime. IV, 5; 2002, July, 10; 5. 
Prior to the election of Dr. Abdul Kalam to our presidentship, the 
controversy regarding his eligibilitj^ is swelling up in a strange fashion. 
Many political parties, intellectuals and common people are participating 
in this debate in many ways. If the excellent personal qualities of Kalam 
are brought into sharper focus, then there is nothing wrong in such a 
discussion, since we are in the process of election our first citizen, which is 
the most honourable office of our coxmtry. There is no doubt about the 
excellent personal credentials and the scientific and technological genius 
of Kalam. But Kalam has yet to prove his invulnerability as the president 
of India. Through tlie exemplar of "Kalam Iyer" Muslims are told of the 
kind of metamorphism that BJP expect from the so as to become "accept 
able" citizen. True it is that there is nothing about the supposed 
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Brahininistic Puritanism of 'Kalam Iyer' that disqualify him from 
becoming the president of India. 
19. MOHAN (Surendra). Statesmanship has no place here. Mean time. IV, 10; 
2002, June 28-July 10; 16. 
The selection of the president of the republic has witnessed the crudest 
possible partnership and manipulative politics. Without doubt Dr. APJ 
Abdul Kalam, the distinguished scientist deserves the highest honour the 
nation could bestow on him. He was therefore rewarded for his services 
with the conferment of Bharat Ratna. Yet, it is debatable whether he 
would do justice to the office of the president, which requires astute 
political sense, a thorough knowledge of the constitution and the courage 
of objective judgement. It is certainly to be welcomed that a person from 
the largest religions minority community has been elevated to this august 
office. The BJP from the elevated to this august office. The BJP from the 
begiiming, was looking for a pUable candidate. It also wanted to nominate 
some one from a minority community in order to embrass the opposition. 
20. FLORY (Keith). Cynical consensus. The Statesman. CXXXIII, 160; 2002, 
July 8; 8. 
History will record that Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam contested the election for 
the president of India as the "consensus candidate" of the major political 
parties, the display of petulance from the left parties notwithstanding. 
What the record will not reflect - and perhaps mercifully - are shameful 
political manoeuvres that preceded his emerging as the front runner. 
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Without in any way casting aspersions on his credentials to hold the 
highest office in the land or personally dragging him into the mire of 
contemporary politics, the sad reality is that he is a compromise 
candidate." The presidential election has already taken its tell. There is no 
way in which the reputation of titiree constitutional authorities - the 
president, the vice president and a Governor - can remain unsullied by 
what took place before the major political forces provided a uiufied thrust 
to Dr. Kalam's flight to the palace on Raisina Hill. 
21. ABDUL KALAM likely to be president. Times News Network. 2002, 
June, 11. 
The government's former scientist adviser APJ Abdul Kalam is the ruling 
NDA's official candidate for presidency. And going by the numbers 
following the support the TDP, the AIADMIK and the BSP - which are not 
part of the alliance - have pledged for him, Kalam, appears headed for 
Rashtiapati Bhawan as its next president. That makes it certain that man 
who played a key role in the countiy's missile and nuclear programme 
and was honoured with a Bharat Ratna would be elevated to the highest 
post of the republic. Kalam was a dark horse. His name was dropped by 
the Prime Minister during his meeting with SP Chief Mulayam Singh 
Yadav, chiefly to break the opposition's united and stead fast stand that 
the government agree to a consensual candidate. Yadav readily agreed to 
Kalam's candidature. 
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22. APJ ABDUL Kalam Indian first, Tamilian second is the next Indian 
president. Internet. 2002, June, 10. 
Dr. Kalam is going to be the next Indian president. Kudos to a great 
visionary, scientist, social reformer, educationist, defence mestro and 
above all a true patriotic Indian. Bom in Ramanathapuram, Tamil Nadu in 
a poor fishermans family he will make India proud among all world 
notions. Nuclear scientist APJ Abdul Kalam has benefitted from some 
negative fall-out - the antipathy of Ae congress. Left parties and Telugu 
Desam to Maharshtra Governor P.C. Alexander who, was Vajpayee's 
original choice. Then Kalam emerged as the most acceptable name. Kalam 
social backgroimd and his record of achievements endow his choice with 
a rich symbolism. Kalam seems a good choice because the man who 
played a key role in the country's missile and nuclear programme and 
was honoured with a Bharat Ratna would be elevated to the highest post 
of Republic. 
23. OPPOSITION SPLITS over backing Abdul Kalam for president. Indo 
Asian News Service. 2002, June, 11. 
Efforts by India's ruling coalition to evolve a consensus on its choice of 
eminent scientist APJ Abdul Kalam as the country's next president 
suffered a setback with key opposition parties declining to back him A 
day after the National Democratic Alliance armounced its choice of Abdul 
Kalam for the top post, key opposition parties like Congress and 
Communist Party of India - Marxist said they still favoured a second term 
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for president K.R. Narayarian. In the process, the people's front, a spHt 
when former Defence Miiuster Mulayam Singh seemed to favour Abdul 
Kalam. "We have split over the issue of the presidential candidate", CPI-
M leader Harkishen Singh Surjeet told lANS, confirming that his party 
was breaking away from the peoples Alliance. Analyst say it would not be 
as easy for the oppositions to reject Abdul Kalam's candidature. 
24. INDIA'S OPPOSITION congress party backs 'missile man' for president. 
AFP. 2002, June, 13. 
A day after the national Democratic Alliance announced its choice of 
Abdul Kalam for the top post, key opposition parties like the Congress 
and the Communist Party of India-Marrist said they still favoured a 
second term of president KR Naraynan. Both the Congress Party and the 
Communist said they need more time to discuss the issue indicating that 
they would continue to back Narayanan for a second five-year term unless 
he refused the offer. At a meeting called by Congress president Sonia 
Gandhi, the party could not take a decision on Abdul Kalam. "As long as 
president Narayanan does not indicates his mind (that he does not want 
to contest), he is our candidate." Jaipal Reddy said. Analyst say it would 
not be as easy for the opposition to reject Abdul Kalam's candidature as it 
was to dismiss Alexander's. 
25. APJ ABDUL Kalam is NDA nominee for president. PTL 2002, June, 10. 
Noted Scientist APJ Abdul Kalam will be the NDA nominee for the July 15 
president poll. Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee made the 
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announcement at a meeting of the NDA its convener George Fernandes 
told reporters. "W expect support from all political parties" on Kalam's 
candidature, he said. Fernandes said Kalam was fielded for the country's 
top job, only after taking his consent. The Prime Minister held 
consultation with Naidu and BSP leader and Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister 
Mayawati. He also took SP leader Mulayam Singh Yadav and BSP leader 
PA Sangma into confidence. "The Prime Minister has tried to arrive at a 
broad consensus and Kalam is the consensual choice", Naidu said. 
KALAM AND HIGHNESS 
26. DON'T NAME institutions after me: Kalam. sify.com. 2003, June, 20. 
Asking individuals and groups to desist forthwith from naming 
educational institution and institutes after him, president Kalam said that 
he considered such move "highly inappropriate and he totally 
disapproved of them. "Such individuals and groups may kindly note this 
and desist from these moves forthwith Instead they should engage 
themselves in tasks of nation building through development programmes 
specifically aimed at ameliorating the lot of the needy and the 
xmderprivileged", the president said, expecting that "his sentiments will 
be honoured both in letter and spirit." 
_ , COLLEAGUE 
27. SUBRAMANIAN (TS). Kalam as a coUeague. Frontline. 19,13; 2002, July, 
5; 18-19. 
Once APJ Abdul Kalam sets his mind on a project he gets it done. It is this 
trait of Kalam that his colleague find most striking. It is this trait of Kalam 
that his colleagues find most striking. Other trait of his that have struck 
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his colleagues are that he is a great motivator of men and is a team-
builder. "He inspires by examples. He treats success and failure with 
equal poise." Said Narayan Moorthii, Director of ISRO. "When Kalam 
executes a mission he would ask us about what can possibly go wrong. He 
would identify the problem areas, plant for various contingencies and 
take action", said Dr. A. Sivathanu Pillai, Chief Controller of DRDO. His 
two favourite observations where "strength respect stiength" and "Low 
aim is a crime". He created many leaders, using their stiength", Sivathanu 
Pillai said. ISRO chairman Dr. K. Kasturiangan calls Kalam "a techno-
manger, an inspiring leader" whose made a deep impression on every one 
of his team mates. 
, DREAMER 
28. MAZUMDAR (Sudip). Delhi's dreamer. Newsweek. CXL, 3; 2002, July; 15, 
15. 
Dreams have always played an important role in the life of APJ Abdul 
Kalam, a poor boy from an ordinary Muslim family in Southern India who 
grew up to become national hero. It was his mission to meet at least 
100,000 students and deliver a message of peace and spirituality. In six 
months of his in office, he met nearly 20,000, listened intently to their 
hopes for a better future, urged them to stiive and always repeated." 
Kalam appeals to many Indians who have grown disgusted by the 
corruption of the poUtical elite. His nomination caused huge populist 
celebrations across the country. Even the opposition congress party 
reluctant to defy such an ups well of support - endorsed him, making the 
July 15 contest a mere formality. He also brings a imique opportimity to 
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unite the country. His dream now is to make India a "secure and 
developed" nation. 
29. KALAM (APJ Abdul). Dream, dream, dream. The week. 20, 32; 2002, July, 
14; 67. 
Why should I meet young students in particular? Seeking the answer, I 
went back to my student days. From the island of Rameswaram, what a 
great journey it's been! Looking back it all seem? Quite incredible. What 
was it that made it possible? Hard work? Ambition? Many thing come to 
my mind. I feel the most important thing was that I always assessed my 
worth by the value of my contribution. The fundamental things is that you 
must know that you deserves the good things of life, the benefits that god 
bestows. Unless our students and young believe that they are worthy of 
being citizens of a developed India, how will they ever be responsible and 
enlighten citizens? This was the basis of my decision to contact our young. 
To know their dreams and tell them that it is perfectly all right to dream of 
a good life whatever you do must come from the heart, express your 
spirit, and there by you will also spread love and joy around you. 
, EDUCATION 
30. ALl (Farwa Imam). Shooting into a new orbit. The week. 20, 29; 2002, 
June, 23; 8-9. 
APJ Abdul Kalam, who was bom on SP'' Oct, 1931 in Rameshwaram in 
poor family .His father was owned two boats which ferried people 
between Rameswarm and Dhanushkodi, and despite financial constraints, 
Kalam preserved in school. He did completed his elementary education 
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from Rameshwaram panchayat elementary school and moved to Shwartz 
school in Ramanathapuram town. He did B.Sc. From St. Joseph's college, 
Tiruchirapalli, he took up aeronautical engineering at Madras Institute of 
Technology. In 1958, he joined the Directorate of Technical Development 
and production in Ministry of Defence but fame and adulation came with 
SLV-3 project at the Indian space research organization Kalam sees four 
milestones in his career. The years at ISRO; when Agin met its mission 
requirements in 1994; the nuclear tests "which made me feel proud as an 
Indian', and when he made light-weight calipers for children at the 
orthopaedic center at the Nizam Institute of Medical Sciences in 
Hyuderabad. 
, HEAD OF STATE 
31. HABIB (Jawed). Shape of the locks. The Week. 20,30; 2002, June, 30; 96. 
It describes about the nation's next president APJ Abdul Kalams 
trademark locks are inviting more comment than his engaging discourses 
to the press. His austere habits have made headlines but if there is a 
weakness, like Solomon, it must be his hair. He likes it long, say the 
country's top hair stylist, the Habib will have one more claim to fame 
when Kalam takes over as the first citizen. "His hair is quite wavy, though 
the front has become shorter over time. He is particular that the lock 
retained," says Javed Habib. Javed feels its time for change. "He has a 
scientist look, now he needs a different look as head of state." 
, HOUSE-KEEPER 
32. ASHOK (TS). House keeper better ithan any firs lady. Outlook. XLIII, 24; 
2003, June, 23; 38-39. 
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President Kalam is proving a better housekeeper than any first lady. From 
training the butters and changing the menu and music at official banquets, 
from refurbishing the reception room to undertaking major repairs, the 
president is leaving no stone unturned (literally) to keep the country's top 
address ship-shape. Such as pointing on the ceiling of Ashoka Hall - is 
badly in need of restoration, Kalam summoned art expert from Delhi's 
National Museum to pull down the pointing and work on it. But the ugly 
gap on the coiling proved to be an eyesore for the president, who ordered 
a digital photograph of the painting to be installed there for the time 
being. The president is taking a keen interest in keeping house and 
playing the perfect host. Kaalm is also taking an extraordinary interest in 
housekeeping, and redoing one room: the garden lounge in the North 
wing, choosing its yellow paint, and Jhirnishing it with a round table. 
, INTERVIEW 
33. PARIKH (Anand). Words of Abdul Kalam. Internet. 2002, Oct, 13. 
Anand Parikh is quote the words of Abdul Kalam. India laid the seeding 
of independence in 1857. Freedom movement was the first vision for the 
nation. It took 90 years to get the freedom the vision generated leaders 
across the political spectrum many scientific leaders, industrial leaders, 
literary giants, great economists and several accomplished persons. 
Independent India was born in 1947 with a label attached that it is a 
"developing country" pointing the fact tliat it is not economically strong; 
there is a high dependence still for defence systems. India has no world 
standing the nations, inspite of its size, and potential. Therefore, they 
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question arises as to how physical^ and spiritually remove this label of 
'developing country' and become a 'developed India'. 
34. NANDY(Pritish). Abdul Kalam interview, www.rediffmail.com. 98, 
Oct, 31. 
Kalam told about his three visions: first visions is - freedom. Second 
visions is - development and third vision is - India must stand up to the 
world. When asking about the reality and his most significant 
achievements, he said "my good fortune was to have worked with three 
great nunds. Dr. Vikram Sarabhai of the department of space. Prof. Satish 
Dhawan, and Brahm Prakash, father of nuclear material. I was lucky to 
have worked with all three of them closely and consider this the greatest 
opportunity of my life." Then he talking about his career in which he see 
four milestones, one: when he was given the opportunity to be the project 
director for India's first Satellite Launch Vehicle, SLV3. Second bliss was 
when Agni met its mission requirements in 1994. Three: Nuclear tests, on 
May 11, and 13. And, finally for Agni a re-entry structure. 
, INVENTOR 
35. KALAM INVENTS knee braces for disabled. PTIU. 2003, June, 7. 
A Rajasthan based non governmental organization would soon begin 
manufacturing of knee braces invented by president APJ Abdul Kalam to 
help the disabled walk. Official sources said that the NGO - Narayan Sena 
Sansthan - had sought permission from the president for the same. The 
NGO had read about the invention in the president's autobiography 
"wings of fire". Kalam, also known as father of India's missile 
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programme, had invented the knee brace in 2001 when he was on a visit 
to an orthopaedic center. He was the Scientific Adviser to the government 
at that time. The special knee brace has an automatic locking system and is 
light weight as compared to other such equipments. 
, INVITATION 
36. VERMA (Sudesh K). kalam's guests from Kolkata. The Statesman. 
CXXXXIII, 175; 2002,>Iuly, 25; 6. 
Sudesh K Verma, the author of this article talking about the guests of 
Kalam. That is students of Hindu school in Kolkata would be or APJ 
Abdul Kalam's special guests when he takes oath on Thursday as India's 
11* president. Children from a dozen schools across the country will 
attend the ceremony slated from 10-15 a.m. This is the first time that 
school children will attend the swearing-in-ceremony of a president. Dr. 
Kalam wanted about 1,000 students from different schools to be present 
on the occasion. Due to paucity of space, about 100 children will be 
invited, union minister said. About 70 students from Delhi and 30 from 
the rest of the country are slated to attend the function school likely to 
receive invitation for the ceremony include Delhi Public School, National 
Association for the Blind, Oxford Senior Secondary School, Bluebells 
School, DRDO labs school (Hyderabad), and a school in Anand (Gujarat). 
School from Chennai and Guwahati, Officials said .Dr. Kalam's guest list 
hasl50 other invitees. 
, MOTIVATOR 
37. PRATHASARATHY (Anand). Prime motivator. Frontiine. 19, 13; 2002, 
July, 5; 124-126. 
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People who have known him personally or professionally for any length 
of time agree that he is so transparently secular that it never occurs to 
anyone to look for bias of any kind in any of his actions. Those who have 
worked with him known Kalam has an instinctive engineering mind 
capable of leveling with multiple discipline. But more important, he is a 
prime motivator. Such as at tiie DRDL, for these who had to work closely 
with him on the five-pronged missile programe Kalam's grueling pace 
was tough to evaluate - but it was an exciting roller-coaster. He is the 
imspoken hope of millions of Indians. All it explains why his nomination 
for the highest office in the land has been overwhelmingly welcomed by 
common citizens. 
, MISSILE MAN 
38. SEN (Ayanjit).India's "missile man". Internet 2002, June, 14. 
APJ Abdul Kalam is the first Indian Scientist to head the world's largest 
democracy. Kalam has had no political links. The 71 years old southern 
Indian Muslims, widely known as 'missile man", is acknowledge as the 
driving force behind India's quest for cutting-edge defence technologies. 
His contribution to India's satellite programmes, guided and Ballistics 
Missiles Project, nuclear weapons programme and the Light Combat 
Aircraft project have made him a household name poUtical parties in 
India's ruling coalition, the National Democratic Alliance, believe he will 
proven an excellent choice. 
, ON CONSTITUTION 
39. I'll BE commiti:ed to constihition: Kalam. Hindustan Times. LXVIII, 2002, 
July 6; 11. 
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J>s 
NDA's presidential nomine^^J^i^t)dul Kalam, in a bid to garner support 
from all sections of the electoral college, has assured the nation of his 
commitment to the letter and spirit of the constitution apart from 
presei-ving and protecting its basic structure. In a seven page letter posted 
to all MPs who form a crucial segment of the electoral college Kalam says, 
"If elected I will always remain unwaveringly faithful to the letter and 
spirit of the constitution, in performing my duty." The principal 
presidential aspirant has defended the basic constitutional structure as 
"tmalterable". "It has stood the test of the time and shown itself to be 
having vigour, vitality and eternal freshness that enabled it to, meet 
challenges emanating from new circumstances," he emphasized. Kalam 
also reiterates his imflinching commitment to the principle of secularism 
and remarks that the bread and enthusiastic support he has received from 
all concerns and communities of the coimtry was in itself a resoxmding 
reminder of this vibrant and living ethos. 
, , DEFENCE 
40. JAYARAMAN (T). Kalam's world-view, a critique. Frontline. 19,13; 2002, 
July, 5; 14-16. 
Abdul Kalam's viewpoint on nuclear and strategic issues is a tech nocratic 
and hawkish one that is more in tune with and provides support to the 
Jingoistic agenda of an ideological political formation whose potential 
security, "we can't allow our country to lag behind in scientific, 
experimental and designing work for defence purposes...". He believes 
that "unless India standup to the world no one will respect us. In this 
world fear has no place. Only strength respect strength we must be strong 
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not only as a military power but also an economic power. Both must go 
hand in hand." He is concerned about education and for the welfare of 
children and inspire them to work in science and technology. The poUtical 
and strategic understanding underlying Kalam's enthusiasm for nuclear 
weapons and weaponisation is, going by available evidence, disturbingly 
simplicity. 
41. PAUL (John L). We should have capability of minimum defence: Kalam. 
Online edition of India's national Newspaper. 2002, Nov, 18. 
In an interactive even which was organized by the Akhila Kerala Balajana 
Sakhyam and the Malayala Manorma, Kalam was answering a question 
by a student whether Dr. Kalam's recent statement that the country would 
not dither on the use of the nuclear option contiadicted his admiration of 
or Mahatma Gandhi's policies. "India cannot afford to be inactive we 
should have the capability of minimum defence. For well over 3,000 years, 
India was at the receiving end, having been invaded by outside powers. 
But not once has India invaded or launched an attack on another 
countiy." The cornerstone of India's nuclear policy in our no-first-use' 
pledge the president, has said. 
^ , DEVELOPMENT 
42. KALAM (APJ Abdul). Sti-ength means 'military might'. Hindustan Times. 
LXXVIII,2002,July,7. 
Abdul Kalam laments that despite being a nuclear power, India's 
influence in world affairs remains for below its potential. "Lament, my 
friends, at the passing away of a generation of politicians with a voice. 
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vision and reach that went far beyond our borders lament at our state-
sponsored, abnormal and paranoid fixation with a particular country that 
has blinded us to the rest of the world, including the third world, which 
we used to head not so long ago. And weep softly at what we have 
reduced ourselves to in the comity of nations." The only way to show the 
strength of the coimtry is the night to tend it strength means military 
might and economic prosperity. 
43. KALAM (APJ Abdul). Igniting India's mind. The week 22,4; 2003, Dec, 28; 
20-23. 
APJ Abdul Kalam emphasized on the development of India by 2020. He 
said that the 21 s' century belongs to the knowledge age, where acquisition, 
possession and application of knowledge are the most important 
resources. To India, knowledge is not new. Ancient India was an 
advanced knowledge society with a continual process of intellectual 
renaissance through inspiring conliibutions by saints of many faiths, 
philosophers, poets, scientists, astionomers and mathematicians. He said 
that the nation can use its core competence in IT, natural resources and 
human resources to become a knowledge superpower by 2020. 
44. KALAM EXHORTS indusfa-ialists to transform villages. Internet. 2003, 
July 16. 
President APJ Abdul Kalam exhorted Indian entrepreneurs to come 
together to help the nation's rural areas tiansform into vibrant pockets of 
economic development and prosperity. The president was delivering the 
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Dhirubhai Ambani Memorial Lectuire, 'Growth is life', in Mumbai on the 
first death anniversary of the Patriarch of the Reliance group. Kalam said 
that industrialists could help in developing villages into growth hubs by 
providing funds for physical, electronic equipment. Industrialist can use 
its core competence in IT, natural resources to become a knowledge 
superpower. 
, , EDUCATION 
45. MURALIDHARAN (Kalidas). Kalam stress the importance of education 
for Indian Society. Internet. 2003, Sept, 5. 
Author of this article recommencing blog on Abdul Kalam again ... on 
Teachers' Day, "Dr. Kalam Stresses Ihe importance of education for Indian 
society. The criticality of education to Indian Society can never be under 
estimated illiteracy is the biggest challenge that we need to tackle in 
India." As Ralph Waldo Emersion said, "Let every lamp be lighted." We 
appeal to every Indian to do their little bit to make literate'' the lesser 
privileged around you. "The aim for making India economically strong 
can be fulfilled only by ensuring that all get an opportunity for 
education." 
46. EDUCATION KEY to develop India: Kalam. Rediffmail.com. 2003, Sept, 5. 
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam strongly said that education is an important 
component for becoming a developed nation. Unless and until there is no 
proper policy for education it become obstacle in the path of development. 
He said that the country's education policy should aim at transforming 
India into a developed nation by 2020. For this purpose teachers should 
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play pivotal role. Because good teachers could generate enlightened 
minds and instill confidence and will power in student to help them 
realize their dreams. If teachers are able to produce such students then 
they will have given the nation a priceless resource in our mission to 
transform India into a developed nation by 2020. 
47. PRESIDENT: EDUCATION must for transforming India. Hindustan 
Times. CO i^-
While stressing the importance of education. Dr. Abdul Kalam said that 
the country's education policy should aim at transforming India into a 
developed nation by 2020. "For India to get transformed into a developed 
nation by 2020, education is an important component. Our education 
policy should ensure that India is b-ansformed into a developed nation", 
he said giving away. National awards to 282 teachers on the occasion of 
Teachers' day. Stating that teachers were an integral component for social 
development, Kalam said that good teachers can generate enlightened 
minds and instill confidence and vv^ ill power in students to help them 
realize their dreams. The president said that it was important to ensure 
that teachers were provided all faciUties to so that they could import 
proper teaching to students. 
, , FINANCE 
48. SIVASUBRAMANIAN (PR). Kalam's support to finance, www.deepika. 
com. 
According to the writer, it is not unusual to find in Government a 
functional divide between finance and the Executive-quite often there is 
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grudging acceptance of the finance role by the Executive. There are 
however, a small number of enlightens leaders who see strength in 
finance role and have no hesitation in recognizing the cause of achieving 
the objectives of the organization. One such enUghtened leader is Dr. APJ 
Abdul Kalam. In view of Dr. Kalam the role of finance has to be seen in 
the same way as a corrective and guidance system in the management of 
projects. 
, , HEALTH 
49. KALAM CALLS for integrated mobile health care system. Sim Network. 
2003, Oct, 10. 
President APJ Abdul Kalam has called on for an integrated mobile health 
care system for the rural areas. Kalam said the government, the private 
sector and the medical commimity show unite to evolve the system to 
reach the benefit of the latest development in the medical world. President 
APJ Abdul Kalam inaugurated a mobile eye care project of a private eye 
hospital in Chennai. He said telemedicine can serve as a blessing for the 
rural population urging for national mission for eye care, Kalam stressed 
the need for regular eye checkup for children. 
50. CHECK YOUR eyes over the pjane. Cyber News Services,. 2003, Oct, 14. 
Dedicating the first mobile rural teleopathamology project to the nation, 
president Abdul Kalam said that one should harness the revolution of ICT 
to reach out to the rural areas with health care. He suggested for 
integrated health care for rural areas, and telemedicine, is one area where 
you can take medication to the villagers." The project with an investment 
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of Rs. 2 crore, ISRO meeting a major portion of it is the very first of its 
kind in the cotmtry. 
, , HISTORY 
51. PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE to historj^ congress. Mainstream. Xxxx,6; 2002, 
Jan, 26; 25. 
It is all about the text of the message sent by President to the session of the 
Indian History Congress recently held in Bhopal. He is of the view that 
exploration and study of history is a fascinating exercise with relevance 
and consequences for our own tie and our future. As those who forget 
history are at the grave risk of repeating it, the reconstruction of past 
through the study of this subject v/ithout prejudice to facts is of almost 
importance. Our responsibility to fact, therefore must be paramount, 
regardless of their being bitter or sweet so that history is not abused for 
political or ideological purposes. Besides, we have to understand, as the 
great statesman Bismarck, the iron Chancellor of Germany, has remarked: 
"The politician has not to revenge what has happened, but ensure that it 
does not happen again." We in India have the tradition established by 
eminent historians who have painstakingly written history on the basis of 
facts and evidence for the benefit of schools students, serious scholars and 
the society as a whole. We have to keep this tradition. 
, , INDUSTRY 
52. PUSHKARMA (Anu). President inaugurates IITF-2003. The Hindu. 126, 
271; 2003, Nov, 15; 3. 
The president APJ Abdul Kalam, called upon the Indian Industry to 
imbibe the spirit of competitiveness so that they can not only with stand 
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global competition but also rank among the developed nations by the year 
2020. "The common factors that binds developing countries and 
developed nations is competitiveness. And that means ensuring quality, 
ensuring cost-effectiveness and making deliveries on time." Said Dr. 
Kalam inaugurating the 23'''^  edition of the Indian International Trade Fair. 
Pointing out that the IITF was becoming a reliable barometer of industrial 
progress." 
, , INTERLINKING RIVERS 
53. PRESIDENT SUPPORTS interlinking of rivers. The Hindu. 126, 276; 2003, 
Nov, 21; 6. 
The President APJ Abdul Kalam, spoke in favour of interlinking rivers as 
this alone held the key to tackle draught, drinking water, scarcity, 
electricity shortage, short fall in food production and so on. Inaugurating 
the golden jubilee University here, the president wanted universities to 
become active partners in the mega mission of networking of 14 
Himalayan tributaries of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra with seventy-
odd southern rivers. "It is challenging inter-disciplinary task which the 
universities must shoulder; he said. In his extempore address, the 
president dwelt at length on what he envisioned as his Taw of 
development' to make developing nations like India join the elite club of 
developed nations. 
, , INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
54. INDIA LOOKS to protect cyber assets, www.deepika.com-2003, Oct, 10. 
Indian presidential candidate Abdul Kalam has urged the country's IT 
industry to protect the country's knowledge-based assets. He, who helped 
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transform India into a nuclear power, called for a national security system 
to help prevent attacks on the country's IT and communication networks. 
"Our ancient knowledge and Culture should be protected against 
multiple attacks from many directions", he said. "With India Carving a 
niche for itself in information technology, the coimtry is uniquely placed 
to capitalize the opportunity to transform into a knowledge society". He 
added Mr. Kalam is the leading contender for the post of India's president 
and has said he is keen on spreading the couuntry's scientific and 
technological skills across society. As part of its efforts to contain cyber 
crime and protect itself against electronic attacks, the Indian Government 
has set up the society for Electronic Transactions and Security. 
55. TAKE ON Gates, Kalam tells Indian. Times News Network. 2003, May, 29. 
Kalam expressed his views about IT after taking a tour of the International 
Institute of Information Technology (HIT), at the software Technology 
Park, Hinjewadi, Pune. He urged Indian IT professionals to develop and 
specialize in open source code software rather than use proprietary 
solutions based on systems such as Microsoft windows. "The most 
unfortunate things is that India still seems to believe in proprietary 
solutions. Further spread of IT which is influencing the daily life of 
individuals would have a devastating effect on the lines of society due to 
any small shift in the business practice involving these proprietary 
solutions. It is precisely for these reasons open source software needs to be 
built which would be cost effective for the entire society", Kalam said. He 
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also emphasized the need for India to make advances in the IT hardware 
sector. 
, , NATIONAL POLICY 
56. KALAM FOR national policy on e-Governance and e-Governance GRID. 
abdulkalam.com. 2002, Aug, 14. 
Dr Kalam who presided over the discussion, called for a national policy 
on e-governance, with each state specializing in the area of its expertise. 
He said since administrations and rules were nearly identical across all 
states, it was beast to standardize e-govemance policies and have a 
common national policy. He said each state should specialiser in a 
particular area of its expertise, adding that Maharashtra could for example 
specialize in e-commerce and Kerala in education and nursing networks. 
Dr. Kalam said these has to be a national agenda for e-governance with a 
committed schedule for implementation of various stages. There was also 
a need for e-govemance grid" which would facilitate continuous 
interaction between different departments hke civil administration. Law 
administration and police administrcition, among others, he said. 
, ORDINANCE 
57. VENKATESAN (V). Ordeal over an ordinance. Frontline. 20,18; 2002, Sep, 
13; 8-9. 
The President of India has power to return the draft ordinance submitted 
by the union cabinet. This power was utilized by APJ Abdul Kalam on the 
ordinance "the representation of the people", when he had returned this 
ordinance and gave assent to it on August 24. Kalam was not satisfied 
with the ordinance because it didn't incorporate the recommendations 
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made by die Supreme Court. Kalam had pointed out that ordinance in 
corporate only criminal offences but left financial back ground and 
educational qualification of the candidate, as specified by the Court. 
President was reluctant on this issue and even the opposition party was 
ready to accept the ordinance the govt, claimed that all parties agreed that 
candidates should declare their assets and liabilities after their election to 
the presiding officer of the House to which they are elected. But the 
Supreme Court's directive seems to assume that educational qualifications 
indicate a candidate suitability to become a lane maker, and this is open to 
question and debate. This step taken by Kalam was criticized by 
opposition members. 
, , RELIGION 
58. KALAM CALLS for religious harmony, www.sify.com. 2003, July, 6. 
President APJ Abdul Kalam made an impassioned appeal for national 
unity transcending religious differences and balance development of rural 
and urban areas driven by young entrepreneurs to ensure a happy, 
prosperous and safe India. Kalam who addressed a series of functions in 
the commercial capital and presented the Sangeet Natak Academy awards 
called for an end to reUgious and other fanaticism which threatened to 
tear apart the country's social fabric and setback development, 
undermining India's future. 
, , TECHNOLOGY 
59. CHANDRAMOHAN (CK). Technology key to competitiveness : Kalam. 
The Hindu. 126,273; 2003, Nov, 18; 13. 
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The president, APJ Abdul Kalam, infused a new temperament amongst 
tine IITians by charging them with the responsibiht}^ to become a 
formidable force in technical education and contribute towards the 
transformation of India into a developed nation. Arriving to a thunderous 
applause at the third convocation of the Indian Institute of Technology, 
Roorkee, the president wanted tliie faculty, students and those who 
graduated today, to forget everytliing and work dedicated by for the 
uplift of the nation at a fast pace. "Technology is the key to 
competitiveness. Academic and research institutions must provide this 
input to the industry for making our products competitive, to enable India 
to become a developed nation in less than two decades". Dr. Kalam said. 
60. KRISHNAN (SB). Kalam and technology development. Internet. 2003, Oct, 
26. 
In the opinion of the author Dr. Kalam is a firm believer in transfer of 
innovation from lab to land and application of Science to Society. He was 
instrumental in opening up the Defense R&D laboratories for transfer of 
technology to civiUan sector for civilian use. He felt strongly that the 
benefits of research should be harnessed for use by industry. He has been 
a member of the Technology Development Bound, constituted by the 
Government of India in September 1996. It is a unique organization to 
provide financial assistance to industrial enter press for commercialization 
of indigenous technology and adoption of imported technology for wider 
domestic application. The contribution of Dr. Kalam had been very 
significant in guiding the nascent organization. 
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_, PHILOSOPHER 
61. GREAT SAINT-scientist. www.nationamostev.com, June, 26. 
Dr. Kalam is a divine light in himself and deserves every respect and 
honour in this world. He is the noblest personality to be worshipped. The 
simplest humanbeing in this world who possesses all qualities, abilities 
and virtues which a nobel and divine personality posses. Author cited 
philosophy of Dr. Kalam. (1). "This who are responsible simple, honest 
and hardworking are personally honoured by God, for he says that they 
are His best creation on this earth." (2). "Help at least two girls for their 
education to make them self-reliant". (3). "Light a lamp in the life of 
someone." (4). "Patience and tolerance is power, don't lose it." 
, POLITICIAN 
62. TRIPATHl (Pumima S). From Scientist to politician Frontline. 19,14; 2002, 
July, 19; 124-125. 
AJP Abdul Kalam has been described as a "politician among scientists and 
a scientist among politicians" for a good reason. Contrary to the general 
belief that he would be an Alice in political wonderland, AJP Abdul 
Kalam, who set to be the cotmtry's next president, betray political shades 
of an even deeper hue than a hard-boiled politician. During a preliminary 
interaction with media persons, before and after filing his nomination 
papers, Kalam came forth as a politician. A tricky question such as 
whether he agreed with Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh's (RSS) 
description of him as a "modern nationalist Muslim" get drowned in 
clinches such as: one should be a good human being first, and Indian next 
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and the rest follows. On the Gujarat programme all he would say was that 
"what happened was painful and we should prevent it at all costs." 
, READER 
63. SMALL BOAT. Meantime. IV, 8; 2002, June 28 - July 10; 14. 
STR Manickman is a former commimist leader in Rameshwaram town. 
Years ago STR used to have a library in the town. Those days there was 
just one public library in the town. But for serious minded youngsters like 
Abdul Kalam, STR's private library was a favourite haunt. STR 
remembers a lot of things about young Kalam, who, he says was an 
exceptionally shrews kid, "Kalam came often to library and borrowed 
books. He read all kinds of books." STR claims he had 'established' the 
community party in Rameshwaram and was put in jail when the 
communist party was banned in the country in the late forties. He 
remembers, Kalam had once read books by progressive writer's like 
Rousseau, Mazzini, and Robert Green. He wrote to Kalam after the 
scientist was conferred the Bharat Ratna in 1997. He sent him a copy of 
'one himdred great lives', a 1941 Times of India pubUcation that had 
biographical account of great scientists, inventors, writers and poets. "I 
wrote to the publishers to run a reprint of the book including Kalam's 
biography and change title to 'one hundred and one Great Lives." 
64. MURTHY (SS). Lover of Books. Internet. 
Dr. Kalam is a voracious reader. One of the aspect of Kalam is his 
following the library rules. Although the director of the concerned 
laboratory makes the rule of the DRDO library. Dr. Kalam never violated 
them who he borrowed books. The world Book Fair is held in Delhi every 
two )/ears. Before the start of the fair every time, he used to arrange a 
special grant of Rs. 1 crore for DESIDOC and checked whether the DRDO 
libraries are enriched further with: right books for every library. His 
interest in library development could have been the reason for the 
planning commission to constitute a comnaittee in 1995 with him as 
chairman, for advising the commission on how to use current IT for 
library development in the country. 
, SCIENTIST 
65. SCIENTIST: APJ Abdul Kalam. Hindustan Times.com. 
He seems to have come straight out of a comic book. Unlike other great 
Indian scientists, he was neither educated abroad, nor was his family 
financially very strong to support his academic persuits. Branded as "200 
percent Indian" by his colleagues and acquaintances, 'India's Missile 
Man', Kalam has done the coimtry proud on many fronts. Abdul Kalam 
joined the DRDO in 1958 and in his 40 years career as a scientist, achieved 
many milestones. He later joined tlie ISRO where he succeed in putting 
Rhinin-1 satellite on a low-earth orbit with the help of the SLV-III. After 
spending 19 fruitful year in ISRO, he returned to DRDO to head the 
country's Integrated. Missile Development Programe, which culminated 
in the successful launch of the Agni and Prithvi missiles. 
, SECULARIST 
66. BHOSLE (Varsha). Carefully constructed facades. Sify.com. 2003, Oct, 11. 
Varsha Bhosle have read an article of PTI titled as "what's Muslim about 
Kalam? Wherein darling of "secular" Hindus and the green M & Ms 
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(Moderate Muslims), Rafiq Zakaria, rejected a comparison betweeri Dr. 
Kalam and former presidents Zakir Hussain and Fakruddin Ali Ahmed, 
because the latter :were as great a patriot and Indian to the core as Dr. 
Kalam. But they were also Muslims in the real sense of the word; they 
believed in the tenets of the Quran and faithfully followed the traditions 
of the Prophet". Actually, before shooting off his divisive pen against Dr. 
Kalam's reUgious affiliations. Dr. Zakaria should have waited a day to 
read the missile man's thoughts on religion. When told that Sangh Parivar 
had described him as a "mode Muslim", Dr. Kalam simply cited an 
anecdote: "when I was asked by a yotmg girl whether I was a scientist, 
technologist, or a Muslim, or an Indian, my reply was, 'First and foremost 
you should be a good htmian being and then all these elements are inside 
you'. 
67. RANA (Vijay). Clean Slate Kalam and the communalists. Asian Age. 2002, 
July, 26. 
"Unfortunately, Indian Muslims have allowed themselves to be used as 
scapegoat; they should play their cards better if they do not wish to be 
misunderstood and projected as an obstacle to national integration", 
words of Dr. Rafiq Zakaria President Kalam has a scientific temperament. 
He has read Islam as well as other religion. Certainly, he doesn't fit into 
the conservative mould that Dr. Zakaria thinks in essential for everyone of 
those born in a Muslim family. And that's why he questioned: what's 
Muslim about Kalam? Kalam has worked in close association with size 
Indian prime ministers and has been the scientific advisor to some of 
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them. But Shahbuddin writes: "Politically, Kalam is a black page, a babe in 
the woods". Frankly speaking, India's political diary so far has been full of 
writings about mutual suspicion. India needs a blank page, a clean state, 
to chronicle the vision of people like Kalam. 
, TAKING OATH 
68. NAGI (Saroj). Kalam Sworn in as president. Hindustan Times. LXXVIll, 
2003; 202, July 26; 1. 
APJ Abdul Kalam was sowrn in as the coxmtry's 11* president. Chief 
Justice of India B.N. Kirpal Administered the oath of office and secrecy to 
Kalam in parliament's Central Hall. Kalam arrived in parliament in a 
ceremonial procession, sporting a black bandhgala along with outgoing 
president K.R. Narayanan. His trademark tresses in place, the 71- year old 
Bharat Ratna took the oath in the name of God, as MPs thumbed their 
tables and a 21-gun Salute boomed outside. In his address to parliament 
after signing the oath register, Kalam quoted Thyagaraja, Kabir and 
Thirukkural. He called for a national movement to empower people to be 
"poverty free, healthy and literate". In his 10 minute speech Kalam said 
that "cross-border terrorism, unemployment and certain internal 
conflicts" were the challenges before the country. He didn't ignore 
defence. 
69. ABDUL KALAM takes oath as president. Times news network. 2002, July, 
25. 
Elected president APJ Abdul Kalam will take oath as the country's 11* 
president. Immediately after taking oath will address the nation, the 
theme of which is likely to be the one he has emphasizing: development of 
India into strong and united entity. The change of guard at Rashtrapati 
Bhawan promises to have some old world touches. Kalam will be sowrn 
in at a ceremony in the high domed central Hall of Parliament. Kalam will 
be administered the oath of office by the chief justice of India BN Kirpal. 
There will be a warm welcome for Kalam by outgoing president K.R. 
Narayanan and first lady Usha Narayanan when he arrives after taking 
oath in Parliament's Central Hall. 
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70. KALAM SWORN in as president. The Statesman. CXXXX 111, 176; 2002, 
July, 26; 1. 
Architect of India's missile programme AJP Abdul Kalam took over as the 
11* president and made a strong plea for a "focused action" to combat 
cross-border terrorism and internal conflicts and to make the country 
militarily and economically self-reliant on the path to speedy 
development. Pledging to make India strong the president pleaded for 
making national security a national priority and expressed his imflinching 
commitment to secularism. 71 year old Kalam, who hails from a humble 
boatmans' family in Rameshwaram, was sowrn in by the chief Justice of 
India BN Kirpal at a solemn and unique ceremony in the central Hall of 
parliament, in which 100 children from across the country were also 
present. Kalam, the third Muslim and the first Bharat Ratna to occupy the 
highest constitutional office, took the oath in the name of God. 
, TECHNOLOGIST 
71. RAMACHANDRAN (R). Technologist and a team player. Frontline. 19, 
13; 2002, July 5; 17-20. 
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The editor of the Journal current science observed: Disturbingly in govt, 
circles... the administrator of science appear to be vested with an 
academic eminence, which has litlie to do with continuing scholarly 
achievement. [E]ven in the best of our scientific institutions the occupants 
of adirdnistrative positions are often associated with an aura of generally 
exaggerated scientist eminence." This could well apply to Abdul Kalam. 
Kalam is a technologist and not a scientist in the conventional and 
accepted sense of the term. Kalam's ability to bring people together and 
integrate efforts towards a mission made him an excellent team leader and 
an able project manager just what a strategic programme like the IGMD 
required. According to observes, Kcdam proved to be an excellent project 
manager and a good programmer manager. 
, THINKER 
72. NANDY (Pritish). Thoughts of Dr. Abdul Kalam. Internet. 2002, Oct, 13. 
'Unless India stands up to the world, no one will respect us. In this world, 
fear has no place only strength respect strength', how nice thought has he! 
He put up a question why are we, as a nation so obsessed with foreign 
things? It is a legacy of our colonical years? We want foreign television 
sets, foreign shirts, foreign technology. Why this obsession with 
everything imported? Do we not reaUze that self respect comes with self 
reliance? I guess that comes from repression. When you lock in your 
economy for years and leave it in the hand of local pirates and cheating 
banieas, you are bound to get a backlash. Foreign things have indeed 
come in but they have also brought down prices, taught us quality. 
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stopped us from cheating consumers with shoddy, overpriced local 
products. 
73. M(Raja). All the president's ideas. The Statesman. CXXXXIII, 173; 2002, 
July, 30, 5. 
Raja M wonders how India's first scientist president and Rashtrapati 
Bhawan will get alongwith each other. A confident or Kalam had already 
aimounced some, plan for Rashtrapati Bhawan. He aims to turn it into an 
academic chin-Wagging club of sorts or a showcase for scientists, artists 
and side branches of that tribe. How then fit in with the sleaze queue will 
promise interesting reading. That's also a high anxiety area for Dr. 
Kalam's fans. They worry about him being a potential hapless snack for 
blood thirsty denizens for the political jungle. He won't be. Not when he 
has managed to get even RSS approval and has edged out heavy weight 
contenders. Which means either Dr. Kalam is a very good man or very 
cunning. Let's settle for the former. Dr. Kalam, analyst say is headstrong 
and too in dependent in his thinking. In ether words let's expect 
fireworks. 
,Vs LAKSHMI 
74. MAGHRIBl (Rahmathulla). Captain Lakshmi: The democratic choice. 
Meantime. IV, 9; 2002, June 28-July 10; 15. 
When the left parties jointly declared their candidate for the presidential 
election the widest anxiety over a probable opponent to the missile fame. 
Dr. Abdul Kalam was received greatly. It was colonel Lakshmi Sahgal, the 
legendary heroine of the Indian Independence struggle. When NDA 
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declared its candidate after a great dispute from within, it was a surprise 
both to the people and to the keen eye media doyens of the country, who 
had very earlier began predicting tlie future president of India through 
cover stories. The name of Abdul Kalam was not spelt even once in those 
stories. The interest of NDA to make PC Alexander, the first Christian 
president of India was hijacked by the TDP and the pressure of congress 
from without. 
lb. BHATACHARYA (Parimal). Drums of nationalism. Tne Statesman. 
CXXXXIII, 162; 2002, July, 10; 5. 
Abdtil Kalam is a part of controversial chapter of India's history as also 
Lakshmi Sahgal for her role an unresolved and contentious segment of 
the freedom struggle. They are icons of aggressive nationalism, writes 
Parimal Bhattacharya. The left parties have arguably alienated themselves 
from main stream national politiics by Fielding Lakshmi Saghal in 
hopeless presidential election against APJ Abdul Kalam. But it would be 
in just to brush aside the polemic they have raised in the process. The 
left's opposition to Dr. Kalam's candidature has nothing to do with his 
stature as a scientist, one of their objections is based on the symbolic 
import of his work as a scientist. Dr. Kalam is best known as India's 
"Missile Man" and the father of the nuclear arms programme. Thus so the 
argument goes - his becoming the country's symbolic figurehead will 
send wrong signals in these troubled times of militant nationalism. 
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76. JAITLY (Jaya). This is no Contest. Hiiidustan Times. LXXVIII, 2002, July, 1; 
1-2. 
In the opinion of Jaya Jaitly that APJ Abdul Kalani and Lakshmi Sahgal 
share more similarities than the left; parties are willing to acknowledge. 
Their obtuseness has unnecessarily politicized the presidential elections. 
What they do have are similarities. For a start, both are doctors - she of 
medicine and he is engineering. Either both are suitable for Rashtrapati 
Bhawan or both are not. She left warfare and moved to providing health 
services to society, while Kalam left missile technology and sent on to 
providing technology for farmers, shelter for earthquake victims and a 
modern vision to make India great in every sphere of life, including areas 
hke textiles, water management and agro-products. Both are not anti-
weaponry in the case of a decisive battle needing to be fought. Both are 
from special sections of the population, if they are to be defined in the 
sense that sociaUst visionary Ram Manohar Lohia viewed it more than 40 
years ago. Interestingly, both Kalam and Sahgal as individuals have 
overcome any feelings of weekness or obstacles placed before their, 
showing that either they are both equally extraordinary people or that it is 
possible for anyone to overcame problems in our country. 
11. RAMESH BABU. Sarabhai wants Kalam, Sahgal to split prize. Hindustan 
Times. LXXVIII; 2002, July 9; 13. 
Mirinalini Sarabhai has a formula to get rid of the presidential contest. 
Make APJ Abdul Kalam the president and Lakshmi Sahgal the Vice-
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president. But then the well-13?mm^-daitgeuse can be accused of bias. 
While one is her sister, the other is her later husband's favourite disciple. 
The issue figured prominently at a press meet here, in which Sahgal 
participated. "We don't mind if it is the other way round, said CPI (M) 
central committee member M.A. Baby. It was mere a coincidence that two 
presidential candidates arrived here for two different functions. While 
Saghal was on the campaign trail, Kalam was the Chief guest at a Function 
to unveil the state of space scientist Vikram Sarabhai. He delivered a 
keynote address at the Vikram Sarabhai space center. While Sahgal talked 
about hardcore politics, the Missile Man conveniently skipped it. Instead 
he sang a song to keep the crowd in good spirits. In his address Kalam 
said yoimg people should be given more opportunities. "We want youth 
with vision. Vision generates thiiiking. Vision never dies", he said. 
, VISIT 
78. KAPOOR (Coomi). Presidential shuttle. The Indian Express. 2003, Oct, 12. 
It's not just the Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister who are bitten 
by the travel bug. President Abdul Kalam is also constantly on the move, 
shuttling between Delhi and other parts of the country. In fact, Kalam has 
probably made more domestic tours in less than a year than his two 
predecessors put together during their entire terms. Despite his age, 
Kalam keeps a grueling pace. In the space of 10 days, Kalam has visited 
Kochi, Chandigarh, Khajurao, Bhuj, Mandavi, Hyderabad and Chermai. 
Wherever, Kalam makes it a point to address school children and discuss 
with local poUticians his vision 2020 for India. This month the president 
will make his first visit to abroad, touring Sudan, Bulgaria and the UAE. 
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_, VISIT-ABROAD 
79. HEAVY SECURITY cover for Kalam's visit. Hindustan Times. LXXIX, 255; 
2003, Oct, 24. 
There is a heavy security blanket in Sofia for president Abdul Kalam's 
visit. Bulgarian security agencies believes the Indian president faces a 
threat from various terror groups ranging from Al-Caeda to let, and LTTE 
to JeM. But the security blanket was breached briefly when a Bulgarian 
managed to climb into Boyana Residence, the president's house in Sofia 
where Kalam is staying. President presented his own book to his 
Bulgarian hosts. The president's address to the national assembly had to 
be converted into a visit, as almost members were away in their 
constituencies. 
80. SUBRAHMANYA(K). OU and grateful Sudan mix well for Kalam. 
Internet. 2003, Oct, 22. 
When president APJ Abdul Kalam touched down at the capital of Sudan, 
the mercury had climbed to 40°C. But the heat outside paled before the 
warmth inside - Sudanese president over Hassan Ahmed at Bashir, his 
deputy and senior ministerial colleagues were all lined up to extend a red 
carpet welcome to the Indian president. On the second day of the visit, the 
Sudanese leadership extended the rare honour of inviting the president to 
address the country's National Assembly. In his address Kalam 
imderscored Delhi's emphasis on oil diplomacy. "One of the key resources 
of Sudan is hydrocarbon. With a large part of the countay still unexplored. 
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hydrocarbon contribution to the national economy (of Sudan) is likely to 
increase significantly in future." 
81. SHUKLA (Saurabh). Bulgaria appreciates PM's peace initiatives. 
Hindustan Times. LXXIX, 255; 2003, Oct, 25. 
Bulgaria has expressed "high appreciation" for Prime Minister A.B. 
Vajpayee's initiative to normalize and improve relations with Pakistan. In 
a joint statement signed and released by president APJ Abdul Kalam and 
Bulgarian president Georgi Parvanov, the two countries reaffirmed their 
traditional friendly, ties. The statement marked the end of what was seen 
a successful visit by Kalam. The two countries stiessed the importance of 
"politico-diplomatic methods" for resolving international conflicts and 
condemned the growth of terrorism "that cannot be justified on any 
grounds, whether political, ethnic, religions or any other". 
82. PREZ VISIT: Code of conduct discussed. Internet. 
A day ahead of the inter-religious conclave meeting 'Unity of Minds'. 
Cerapanth Bhayan Jaskaran, Chopra said, 'Religious leaders and philoso-
phers discussed several issues concerning for the enlighten citizen's. The 
deliberation will be made known to president APJ Abdul Kalam at the 
conclave." "This conclave will be a historic event as religious leaders and 
the head of this country will jointiy announce the common spiritual code 
to be followed by citizens of India," Chopra said. Meanwhile policemen 
have been enforced strict bandobast in view of the president's visit. The 
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president will land at Surat Airport at 10:45 am on Wednesday and his 
cavalcade will head straight towards Terapanth Bahwan. 
83. BULGARIA WELCOMES Indian president with gun salutes. Bulgarian 
News Network. 2003, Oct, 23. 
Sofia welcome India's president AJP Abdul Kalam Thursday morning 
with twenty-one gun salutes. His host-Bulgarian president Georgia 
Parvanory - commanded a special ceremony at the square in front of 
Sofia's St. Alexander Neyski cathedral to command him security measures 
in Sofia are extremely tight as India's president is considered one of the 
most terror-threatened head of state in the world. This is Kalam's first visit 
abroad since he stepped into office APJ Abdul Kalam was sowm in as the 
11* president of India by Chief Justice of India on July 25, 2002 in the 
Central hall of Parliament. He has replaced K.R. Narayanan, who 
completed a five-year term. 
84. INDIA'S PRESIDENT to visit Bulgaria. Bulgarian News Network. 2003, 
Oct, 23. 
Bulgaria and India will seek to boost their economic ties during a three-
day visit by India's president Abdul Kalam to this cotmtry starting later 
Wednesday. Kalam is to meet his Bulgarian Georgi parvanov and Prime 
Minister Simeon Saxcoburggotski the presidential press office said. It said 
talk would focus on trade and economic cooperation. Bulgarian 
companies are looking for inroads in India's vast market. The two 
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countries have had strong relations back in the Soviet era. hidia is a key 
customer of conventional arms made by Bulgaria's defence industry. 
85. KALAM LAUDS UAE for taking risks. Sify.com. 2003, Oct, 23. 
On 23'''^  Oct. President APJ Abdtd Kalam has said the development of 
UAE had given out a message that nothing could be achieved without a 
calculated risk. "If you want to succeed take a calculated risk. This is the 
message I got, "Kalam said. He regretted that a resource-rich country like 
Sudan remained backward because of the civil war in the past 2 decades. 
"But I am hopeful that peace will be established there soon. We can help 
in their endeavour in their construction" He said. He spoke to the 
Sudanese about the India 2020 vision to be a developed coimtry. I am 
pursuit of the areas which needed to be developed, he said media had a 
big role by propagating the positive aspect of the programme. 
86. CALCULATED RISK is the key of success: Kalam Indian Express. 2003, 
Oct, 23. 
On October 23, president APJ Abdul Kalam has said that the 
transformation of UAE from a desert land to a prosperous place sends out 
the message that one summing up his visit to UAE and Sudan before the 
start of the third stage of his tour to Bulgaria, Kalam said that "nobody 
has succeeded without taking a risk and if you want to succeed, you have 
to take a calculated risk." 
87. HALARNKAR (Samar). Prez weak on rhyme but gets into rythms. The 
Indian Express. 2003, Oct, 23. 
The cries rang long and loud, as the Sudanese National Assembly gave 
president APJ Abdul Kalam rapturous welcome in Africa's largest nation. 
Smiling broadly, Kalam Salaamed the Assembly repeatedly. As the 
applause wore on, 30. Something member Medina Mustafa evolved her 
own welcome. 'Meri man ki ganga..' she sang and smiled. 'We love too 
much India and Indians", said Petite Mualana Abdullah. "And your 
president, he is Muslim"! Kalam got chance, the began with a poem and 
then followed with a script that rarely wavers: the space programme, 
cormectivity, food processing and PURA (Programme of Urban Amenities 
in Rural Areas). 
LOVER OF CHILDREN 
88. SUDERSHAN (V). Kids get birth certificates from Kalam. The Hindu. 126, 
• 271; 2003, Nov, 15; 10. 
"Children are our greatest wealth and it is the responsibility of the state to 
allow every child to blossom. The first step that would enable us to fulfill 
this responsibility would be the identification of the child soon after its 
birth", said president APJ Abdul Kalam while launching the National 
Campaign on Birth Certificates during a function at Rashtiapati Bhawan 
on Children's day. Mother of six-month-old Keshav, who grabbed the 
certificate from Dr. Kalam's hand said, "I feel proud to be here we one so 
happy and honoured to receive the birth certificates of our child sfi-aight 
from the president." 
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89. KRISHNASWAMY (Murali N). Inspiring words. Online edition of Inida's 
National newspaper. 2003, Oct, 04. 
It is an anthology that details the vision of APJ Abdul Kalam and his 
attempt to reach out to the younger generation. " I will not be 
presumptuous enough to say that my life can be a role model for 
anybody, but some poor child living in an observe place in an 
underprivileged social setting may find a little solace in the way my 
destiny has been shaped. It could perhaps help such children liberate 
themselves from the bondage of their illusory backwardness and 
hopelessness." He is a president who has enthusiased people in a manner 
not really seen before, especially striking a chord in children, when he 
speaks of a vision of transformation of India into a developed nation 
powered by economic strength and a value system. 
90. MANOHAR(KN). APJ Abdul Kalam's words. Bombay Times. 2000, Jan. 
Manohar, quote Kalam's words, "In my interaction with thousands of 
children across the country in recent months, I have found that they all 
have a dream to make something out of their lives, and something for 
India. It should be our collective responsibility to provide them an 
environment in which they can achieve their dreams. I was in Hyderabad, 
when a 14 year-old girl asked me for my autograph. I asked her what he 
goal in life is. She replied: I want to live in a developed India for her, you 
and we will have build this developed India. This mission can be achieved 
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with the help of the whole government agency, by fast decision. Making 
and transparent administration. 
, SOCIETY MEMBERS 
91. MUKHERJEE (Hiren). Save the conscience and honour of our India. 
Mainstream. XL, 20; 2002, July, 4; 5. 
Professor Hiren Mukherjee wrote to the president APJ Abdul Kalam. In 
this text he present the situation of horrendous recent happening in 
Gujarat before the president of India. This horrendous happening which 
have sttmned numberless people wondering how man could do such 
things to man. In public life since 1936, author of this article feel broken, 
Shattered, not knowing where he should turn. Author said that he cannot 
write to Atal for whom he have had much affection because as Prime 
Minister he has chosen to condone and explain away cruelties that almost 
out Hitler Hitler often inflicted with proven cormivance of the state 
administration. So, that he share his agony with president because 
president is the Head of Republic, the symbol of the sovereignty of our 
people, personifying the general will of our social life. He thought that it is 
president who has to step in with all dignity when government goes gaga, 
as in Gujarat, and the Union Government connives. 
92. MALEKAR (Anosh). Reaching out. The Week. 20, 38; 2002, August, 25; 32-
33. 
President Abdul Kalam listens to a riot victim during his visit to Naroda 
Patiya in Ahmedabad while listening them, Kalam strikes a chord of 
despair. During his 15-minute stopover at the Gujarat Haj House relief 
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camp, Kalam devoted much time to teenager Mohammed Yasin 
Naimuddin from the Rakhiyal locaUty. "I narrated how tlie mobs tried to 
burn me to death by pushing me into a pyre each time. I tried to escape," 
he said. "I was burnt to bodly that it is a miracle that I am aUve." Kalam 
was speechless on hearing the tale. Mohammed lost two siblings in the 
fire. "The president specifically told the administration to extend full 
medical assistance to this boy and his surviving family", said the state 
government's officer on special dut)^ S. Bhukari. But at the media barred 
Haj House Ftmction, an inmate reportedly gestured at the Chief Minister, 
crying out, "Gujaratmein Ashantiinhin ke vajoh sehai." Decided to strike 
back at the end of the day. 
MESSAGE TO PRESIDENT 
93. RINPOCHE (Samdhong). Kashag message to the ll^ "^  president of India. 
World Tibet Network News. 2002, July, 20. 
Author congratulates Dr. Kalam as "on behalf of my colleagues in the 
Kashag, please allow me to offer our congratulations to your excellence 
for your election to the post of president of Indian Union. Your 
Excellence's elevation to the highest post of this great nation is a measure 
of the maturity of Indian democraq^ and a true reflection of the greatness 
of India. We believe that your excellence will be able to guide the people 
of India onto the path of peace and greater prosperity and give wise 
counsel to the government of India. "I am praying for the success of your 
tenure as you shoulder the immense responsibility of guiding the destiny 
of the world's second populous nation." 
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94. RAGHAVAN (RK). On police reforms: An open letter to president APJ 
Abdul Kalam. Frontline. 19,18; 2002, August, 20; 117-118. 
R.K. Raghvan, the former chief of CBI had iiutiated the idea of bringing 
out reform in police system. It is an open letter to the president, in which 
the head of the Bureau diverted the attention of the president on the poor 
condition of police department. The few ideas and concepts highlighted in 
this column could set the agenda and tone for bringing about the much-
needed reforms in police system. The NPC (National Police Commission) 
was appointed in 1977 by Janbi Govt, and this commission was 
politicized. And the author has suggested certain measurement to brought 
reforms in police system and there is need for new police Act. In this letter 
there is humble request to the president that. For upgrading police skills 
and morale, a brainstorming session chaired by president is required that 
can generate ideas to impart new dimensions to police reforms. 
PERSONAL LIFE 
95. REDDY (Sheela). God's own man: Spirituality was his science and it was 
instilled early in Kalam's life. Outlook. XLII, 25; 2002, July, 1; 68. 
Being born into a family so rich in wisdom and spirituality (his father, a 
devout Muslims) that it not only made up for their lack of formal 
education but left Abdul Kalam with the abiding conviction that his "was 
a very secure childhood both materially and emotionally." He had a 
friend, Ahmad Jallauddin, 15 years older them him, "talking mainly of 
spiritual matters". Jallauddin instilled moral and spiritual values in the 
young Abdul. For Kalam, his career in rocket technology was his path to 
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spiritual enlightment, taking him back at every stage to the spiritual text 
he reversed like the Qurar\, Bible and Gita, even Halil Girban. It was also 
"the struggle to become a person". And the person who emerges as a 
simple man, almost native, but astute in his judgment of people and with 
tested leadership skills, at home with prime ministers and schoolchildren 
alike, but with no desire to please anyone but his God. 
, AN EVENT 
96. KALAM (APJ Abdul). My brotherhood. The Week. 20, 32; 2002, July, 14; 
71. 
The article deals with event that took place in his family. His grandfather 
and great-grandfather were called Ambalakarar-noble leaders in 
Rameshwaram. This island was known as the place where Lord Rama is 
said to have launched his campaign against Ravana. The island celebrates 
this event. For this occasion, his great grandfather would provide a 
floating platform to carry the decorated vigraha through the holy tank 
named Ramar Theertham. One year, his great-grandfather was witnessing 
the event when a mishap took place. The vigraha toppled down and sank. 
Without any hesitation or prompting, he jumped into the tank and 
recovered the vigraha as the entire town watch the temple priests 
instituted Muthal Mariathai (first honour) for Kalam's family. 
, CAREER 
97. PARIKH (Anand). Words of Abdul Kalam. Bombay Times. 2002, Oct, 13. 
Author of impressed so much by ihe message given by Dr. APJ Abdul 
Kalam that he wants to share it with us while delivering his message Dr. 
Kalam talked about his career as 1 have seen four milestones in my career. 
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Tlie one that launched Rohini. These years played a very important role in 
my lie of scientist. Tlie second when Agni met its mission requirement in 
1994. The third in nuclear tests. The fourth when we developed a very 
light material called carbon-carbon. One day an orthopedic surgeon from 
Nizam Institute of Medical Sciences visited my laboratory. He lifted the 
material and found it so light that he took me to his hospital and showed 
his patients. There were these littie girls and boys with heavy metallic 
calipers weighting over 3 kg each dragging their feet around. He said to 
me: please remove the pain of my patients. In 3 weeks v/e made these 
floor reaction orthosis 300 gm caliper and look them to the orthopedic 
center. 
, FAN CLUB 
98. PURI (Rajendra). Rotary effect. Outlook. XLIII, 26; 2003, July, 7; 15. 
Kalam Fan Club, is the latest Fan club in Tamil Nadu, after the Ranaji Fan 
Club and IChushboo Fan Club. The motto behind the establisliment of this 
club is rural empowerment through education and social commitment. As 
the deity happens to be Kalam local 'leaders' cutting across the party lines 
are members as are students, businessman, and academics. Hopefully, 
fans will refrain from the usual freinzied offerings of severed fingers, 
tonsured heads and images batted in milk. Club president NiayamatuUah 
says they are seriously the Prez's dictum that it is the youth of the villages 
who can rebuild tiie nation. Living up to its word, the club distiributed 
pens and books to the area's academic toppers after the inauguration of 
the president Abdul Kalam Fan Club. 
PETITION TO KALAM 
99. UNMASK BIG boss, Congress urges Kalam. The Times of India. 2003, Oct, 
23. 
The Congress Legislature Party (CLP) has petitioned president, Abdul 
Kalam seeking a judicial probe to unmask the Big Boss who allegedly took 
Rs.3 crore bribe from a power company. The CLP has asked the Kalam to 
order a CBI in query into role of all the individuals connected with the 
controversy. The controversy pertains to a letter written by a power 
company functionary to the company's partner in Singapore assuring him 
that Kickbacks were paid to 'Big Boss'. "The constitution provides ample 
powers to the president to direct either a judicial inquiry or the CBI to 
probe the case." Ranja se Khara Reddy said. The CLP leader alleged that 
the Chief Minister himself was the 'Big Boss' named in the letter 
addressed by the Konaseema power company to their foreign partners. 
100. CONGRESS SLINGS mud at Naidu, petitions Prez. The Times of India. 
2003, October, 23. 
The Congress Legislature Party (CLP) has petitioned president APJ Abdul 
Kalam seeking a judicial probe to immask the Chief Minister of Andhra 
Pradesh, Who allegedly took Rs.3 crore bribe from a power company. The 
CLP has also asked Kalam to order the CBI to investigate the role of all the 
individuals connected with the controversy. Addressing a press 
conference, CLP leaders said the congress was seeking the intervention of 
Abdul Kalam because Governor SS Barnala had failed to act on similar 
petition submitted to him a fortnight ago. 
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PRESIDENT 
101. KALAM CONQUERS raisina hill. The Statesman. CXXXXIII, 170; 2002, 
July, 19; 1. 
Eminent missile technologist or APJ Abdul Kalam was elected India's 11* 
president in a highly one-sided contest, in which he troimced the left-
backed captain Lakshmi Sahgal bagging nearly 90% vote value in a 
preferential system of election. 70 year old Dr. Kalam, born in a boatman's 
family in Rameshwaram in Tamil Nadu, got 4,152 votes with avote value 
of 9,222, 884 against captain Sahgal with the entire political spectrum 
supporting Dr. Kalam He will succeed Mr. K.R. Narayanan, the first Dalit 
president, whose term expires on 24 July. Out of 760 MPs, the missile man 
secured the support of 638 with a value of 4,51,704, leaving 80 to INA 
veteran, captain Sahgal, carrying a vote value of 56,640. After declaring 
the results at a press conference, Mr. Tripathi handed over a copy of the 
notification declaring Dr. Kalam as the president. 
102. CHENGAPPA (Raj)."It's all about leadership and we are trained for that." 
India Today. XXVll, 25; 2002 June, 24; 30. 
APJ Abdul Kalam spoke to executive editor Raj Chengapa on how he felt 
about being the ruling coalition's nominee for India's highest office. 
Kalam said, while asking a question about his new duty as a president, 
"no doubt, this will be a new type of mission. But essentially it is all about 
leadership and that is something we were trained for, even if the mission 
may have been different." According to president, "for any president the 
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major task is thinking of the best way to integrate the nation. Our mind 
should be embedded with thoughts of the nation and that the nation is 
always bigger than the individuals." He defined politics in his own terms 
that "it is all about creating leaders to evolve policies that will take the 
counby to higher levels. It is a multidimensional leadership that focuses 
on the nation's economics, social and political development." 
, ACTIVE 
103. VENKATARAMAN (R). "President cannot be a prisoner of Rashti-apati 
Bhawan." India Today. XXXVII, 34; 2002, August, 26; 29. 
According to R. Venkataramn, "the president can't be a prisoner of 
Rashtrapati Bhawan. He is bound to be agitated and concerned by events. 
However, what follows from his care and concern is a matter governed by 
the constitution." Thus, according to him Kalam has proved that he has 
never been a politicians. And exercised his power very honestiy. Kalam is 
so attimed to duty that he is not over whelmed by any tiapping of power. 
Such as, Kalam boosted the internet cormectivity from 56Kbs to 2 Mbs at 
Raisina Hill. Kalam, one of India' most popular scientist has no political 
agenda. Former Lok Sabha secreta:ry general Subhash Kashyap agrees, 
"The president is free to visit any part of the country. The situation in 
disturbed area may actually improve with his presence. Every 
constitutional functionary should be active. Our constitution does not 
envisage a passive functionary." 
104. REDDY (Sheela). After his own fashion. Outiook. XLIII, 24; 2003, June, 23; 
34-43. 
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According to the writer, when he became president, APJ Abdul Kalam has 
lent a new buzz to the top job. In little more than 10 months, scientist and 
missile man APJ Abdul Kalam, who every body dismissed as a political 
ingenue, too native to handle the republic's top post, is drawing crowds 
that would be the envy of most prime ministers. This unusual ability to 
draw crowds wherever he goes could partly be ascribed to curiosity. After 
all, Kalam is the most talked - about president we have had so far, forever 
in the news for his imconventionality. He works 18 hours a day and packs 
in 7 to 10 engagements. He is a peripatetic president who has already 
visited 21 states, has met 1.5 lakh school children in his 10 month in office. 
At every convocation he presides over, he insists that students be moved 
to the front row "so that he can see them when he is speaking". He calls 
up Journalists on reading their newspaper reports to personally discuss 
the issues involved. 
, UNIQUE 
105. KUSHWANT SINGH. Playing vidura, the wise. Outlook. 28, 68; 2002, 
July, 22; 68. 
Author wants to give message that comes through Ignited Minds -
autobiography of APJ Abdul Kalam. The message is that though his 
speeches do not rise to heights of oratory, they do manage - like Mahatma 
Gandhi's mumblings to get to the hearts of the common people. His own 
achievements in spire respects and hope: if the son of a poor boatman 
from Rameshwaran can make it to the palatial residence of the president a 
top Raisina Hill, why not I? One can conclude that the next president of 
India is not going to be like any one of his predecessors. Nor indeed Uke 
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the president of any other country, least of all that of the largest 
democracy in the world. When asked by a child his favourite character in 
the Mahabharata, Kalam repHed without hesitation, Vidura. He was the 
Wisest of the brothers and showed the grit again wrongdoing of authority. 
106. HEAD TO feet, APJ Abdul Kalam rewrites rule book. Hindustan Times. 
LXXVIII, 204; 2002, July, 27; 1. 
The article describes about the how APJ Abdul Kalam is different from all 
past presidents from tip to toe. After having introduced a rock star thatch 
into pimctilipus Rashtrapati Bhawan, Kalam has Jettisoned traditional 
presidential trappings by refusing to let an attendant take off his shoes at 
the Samadhi of the nation's leaders. At Rajghat the 'people's president' 
politely asked an attendant to keep away as he rushed to imtie his 
shoelaces. And on a rovmd of the Samad his of late former prime ministers 
and presidents, Kalam began by taking off his shoes himself before 
finding an easier way out - he simply left them behind in the presidential 
limousine. 
107. VIDYASAGAR(M). Unique Dr. Kalam. www.wikepedia.org. 
What makes Avul Fakir Jaimulabdeen Abdul Kalam so special? It is 
difficult to capture it in words. It cannot be merely that he not only works 
very hard himself, but inspires 'others' to work hard. He works long 
hours. He has the ability to get everyone committed to the overall 
"mission". He himself is so focused on the mission, to the exclusion of all 
else. He is also 'extremely' concerned about the welfare of those around 
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him. Author cited one example that two of author's students who are 
engaged in research work. Author report to Dr. Kalam that these two have 
come. Dr. Kalam said, "Good, I have already told the Chief 
Administrative Officer to give them accommodation in the scientists' 
Hostel you just go and speak to him." 
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEE 
108. MURALIDHARAN (Sukumar). Choosing a president. Frontline. 19, 13; 
2002, July, 5; 4-5. 
Will the next president, APJ Abdul Kalam, be up to the job or he could be 
a worthy successor to K.R. Narayanan. Few surmise in the mind of many 
in the BJP, as well as most of the opposition parties, including left parties. 
But Kalam has won the hearts of hardliner. Because he has all powerful 
attributes for a future incumbent of Rashtrapati Bhawan Kalam's social 
back ground, his record of achievements, his Spartan simplicity his 
aggressive patriotism, o sharp intellect, personal integrity, an apolitical 
vision of science as a value free enterprise, his surpassing sense of 
commitment to his mission, engaging candour and honesty of purpose 
endow his choice with a rich symbolism. On one side, a sharp intellect, 
personal integrity extraordinary commitment to his technological mission, 
an a gift for team work. 
109. MAMTANI (Manish). Choosing a president. Frontline. 19, 15; 2002, 
August, 2; 103. 
Choosing a presidential candidate, with religion marked in red in his 
curriculum vitae, is not going to ease tension. A.G. Noorani aptly states 
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that the president, as the umpire of the pohtical game of cricket, must 
know its rules. So what if he himself can't play it well! And unless the 
players play game, the umpire will have little to do. So, leave the 
president alone. Go after the team. Besides, the umpire, when in doubt, 
can check with the written-down manual. The third extraordinary 
dedication to the creation of weapons of mass destruction is his sole claim 
to fame and eminence. He has no other achievement to his credit," Ahmad 
said. For a while it seemed that the choice of president this year would for 
the first time since 1969 become the arena for a bruising political battle. 
110. TRIPATHI (Pumima S). New president. Frontline. 19,15; 2002, August, 2; 
121. 
As a yoimg citizen of India, armed with technology, knowledge and love 
for my nation, I reahze, small aim is a crime." Thus wrote AP} Abdul 
Kalam in his song of youth on March 23, 2002, much before he was 
declared the presidential nominee of the NDA. He always dared to aim 
high. The man, still overwhelmed by the realization that somebody with 
humble origins like him can occupy the country's highest office is ecstatic 
at the wonderful vagaries of Indian polity. "It feels fantastic", was all he 
would say gleefully to waiting media person, as the voting for the 
president's post. Although the numbers were on APJ Abdul Kalam side, 
the presence of Lakshmi Sahgal in the presidential race served to bring 
crucial issues center stage. Since Kalam has the support of the ruling 
coalition and most of the opposition, the result was a foregone conclusion. 
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111. SHANKAR. Presidential predicament. India today. XXVII, 29; 2002, July, 
22; 11. 
It was a big day for Thiruvananthcipuram when both the presidential 
candidates arrived in the city last week. While APJ Abdul Kalam was in 
town to unveil the statue of his mentor Vikram Sarabhai Space Center, 
Captain Lakshmi Sahgal came to attend a series of political functions. But 
what generated more buzz was the presence of - ace dancer Mrinalini. She 
said, "I am caught between two persons I love so much," When asked 
about the presidential contest. "Kalam was my late husband's closest 
Shishya and Lakshmi is my affectionate Jyeshtalhi." Mrinalini also 
queried: what about the idea of maldng him imanimously the president 
and her the vice-president"? if only life was that simple. 
112. CHAWLA (Prabhu) and DESHPANDE (Rajeev). Making of the president. 
India Today. XXVII, 25; 2002, June, 24; 22-30. 
Kalam known as the Missile Man and fighting enough, his selection last 
week as the certain president - elect was a bolt, from the blue. If poUtics is 
the art of the impossible, it will be on display when 70 years old APJ 
Abdul Kalam takes over, as he is widely expected to, as the RepubUc's 11* 
president. The choice of Kalam caught everyone off balance. The 
presidential sweeps lakes seemed a contest among PC. Alexander, the 
original NDA candidate, a second term for incumbent K.R. Narayanan the 
congress favourite, or the elevation of the vice-president Krishan Kant. 
Kalams name was not on the radar screen. Person of undeniable eminence 
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with wide public endorsement. It is almost impossible for political parties 
to be seen opposing him. 
113. MURTHY (Sachidananda). Choosing Mr. Right. The week. 20, 29; 2002, 
June, 20; 10. 
Nuclear scientist APJ Abdul Kalam has benefited from some negative fall-
out - Prime Minister A.B. Vajpayee and Home Minister L.K. Advani's lack 
of keeimess for another term for president K.R. Narayanan; the antipathy 
of the congress, left parties and Telugu Desam to Maharashtra Governor 
P.C. Alexander, who was Vajpayees original choice and lukewarm 
sentiment in the NDA and opposition parties for Vice-president Krishan 
Kant. And Kalam emerged as the most acceptable name. Kalam seems a 
good choice because he is not a politician, but has worked as a scientist, 
with goverrunent rim by different parties. He wore a hero's mantle when 
there was a short supply of iconic fiigures. He also belongs to a minority 
commimity, though he refuses to wear his religion on the sleeve. He 
prefers being just an Indian. 
114. SEN (Mohit). Left front is wrong. Mainstream. XL, 27; 2002, June, 22,3-4. 
Author of the view that the choice of Abdul Kalam as the next president of 
India is a good one. It deserves the support of all secular democratic and 
nationalist practice. Certainly the parties of the left front should have 
welcomed the choice and campaigned in his favour. Instead it has chosen 
to oppose him. It is a wrong decision. The strongest argument of the left 
front in favour of their decision is that Dr. Kalam is the candidate of the 
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NDA, especially of the BJP, and supporting him would mean endorsing 
the policies of the latter. This is strange and false. Indeed, there is reason 
to believe that it had, for all practical purposes, decided to support vice-
president Krishan Kant as the presidential candidate irrespective of what 
the NDA might have done. 
115. REZA (SMS) and KSA (Jeddha). 'Kalam'ity of presidentship.' Meantime. 
IV, 6; 2002, June, 14; 6. 
Authors express their views about the presidentship of APJ Abdul Kalam. 
According to them they don't understand why the genetically minority-
hostile BJP and Shiv Senha are so keen to send APJ Abdul Kalam, a 
Muslim from research laboratory to presidential palace? Lately, the main 
opposition, the congress has also supported Abdul Kalam and virtually 
it is one-sided games, some analyst opine that Abdul Kalam's elevation 
shall serve as the 'damage control exercise' on badly tarnished secular 
fabric of India resulting from Gujarat pogram. A native man! The 
notoriety of Gujarat program is now being discussed in Western and 
European countries as recently Arxmdhati Roy has said while attacking 
Indian facism in her interview with western media. From the Indian 
Muslim facism in her interview with western media. From the Indian 
Muslim perspective ,rather than Muslim President, all that government 
has to do is to bring those responsible of Muslim genocide in Gujarat 
justice. 
116. KHAN (P Peer). Missile Rashti-apati. Meantime. IV, 7, 2002, June, 14; 6. 
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On 17 June, 2002 morning Dr. Avul Fakir Jainualbdeen, Abdul Kalam who 
is most likely to be India's next president arrived at the Indira Gandhi 
International Airport as a missile Pakire-Azam. The Saffron evangelists 
wanted to see him as a Swami of Rameshwaram and applied Godhras 
Kimkum on his forehead and honoured him with missiles shape garlands 
and made in Ahamadebad and he was coroneted with Gujarat turban. 
They gathered together and raised slogans "Desh ka Swabhiman Abdul 
Kalam." To keep up their kingdom safe, Dr. Kalam was brought from 
Chermai. He was come to Delhi not only to file his nomination papers but 
also to say his gratitude to his supporters. But with a good candidate, the 
left parties showed a commitment towards democracy though they have 
no hopes to win. The deep minded and God fearing 'Missile Rashtrapti' 
would rule our cotmtry with Sarva Dharma Sadbhavana to establish peace 
and justice and to uplift our nation. 
117. BHARATAPUTRA. Missile president. Meantime. IV, 7; 2002, July 10; 12. 
Why did the NDA Coalition love to field APJ Abdul Kalam Abdul Kalam 
as the next president? Is he felt a poUtical or social worker to them? Will 
he change his secular views expressed in the autobiography to appease 
the Sangh? These are some questions appeared in the mind of authors of 
this article. According to him K.R. Naryan will remain one of the best 
presidents that India could witness. However, good his presidency was, it 
could not have continued forever. It is certain that the next president will 
be Dr. Kalam. He is known as the father of the Indian missile system. In 
the BJP's scheme of things, security is more important than education and 
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food production and it is in this worldview that Dr. Kalam becomes a fit 
person for the presidency. If a scientist were to be selected for tlie post, 
there was a fellow Tamilian Dr. MS Swaminathan whose contribution to 
the nation are definitely greater than Dr. Kalam's will. Dr. Kalam be able 
to exercise such an influence on the government? Author have doubts. 
118. KUMAR (PC Vinoj). Rameshwaram in Cheers. Meantime. IV, 8; 2002; June 
28 -July 10; 14. 
It is an awe some sight as the train rumbles down over the swirling sea-
water as we cross the bridge connecting Rameshwaram island with the 
mainland. Author narrate the scene when Dr. Kalam, the son of the soil of 
Rameshwaram has been going to file his name for the highest office in the 
country. There is excitement in the air of Rameshwaram following the 
nomination of Dr Kalam. As author and Dr. Kalam step inside the house, 
Kalam's elder brother greets them in all politeness. Maraikayar said, "we 
knew Kalam would become a great person, but none of us imagined he 
would come this far. God has been with him". For them Kalam is an ideal 
man, who has committed whole of his spirits to the nation. 
119. SRINIVASAN (Rajeev). All the president's men. www.rediffmail.com. 
2002, June, 21. 
The Shenamigans behind the presidential election in India this year have 
provided more entertainment than usual. At the end of all this, the NDA 
seems to have stolen a march over the congress; the Marxist are, as usual, 
doing things that make sense only in their wrapped world view. But alas. 
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several rather dignified people have been humiliated. It is the view of 
writer. According to him, when president KR Narayanan was first 
proposed as a candidate a few year age, writer was quite happy about it. 
Then, colonel Lakshmi was on the side of the good guys. Once upon a 
time writer rather glad that neither Narayanan nor Alexander will be the 
new president [although both were unnecessarily humiliated] because get 
the feeling that they would still, as first citizen, ' feel beholden to the 
Nehru study. But he do believe choosing APJ Abdul Kalam Abdul Kalam 
sends precisely the right message to anyone who cares to observe. 
QUALITIES 
120. MODDIE (AD). Historical mantle. The statesman. CXXXXIII, 28, 5; 2002, 
July, 21; 4. 
In view of author Abdul Kalam is the contemporary of great Indians like 
Narayan Murthy, Azim Premji and Sachin Tendulkar flourishing beyond 
"Sarkari" control. "Abdul Kalam must rise the reclusion of Rashtrapati 
Bhawan to ensure that the Journey beginning with a new president is not 
merely a hope - filled "tryst with destiny" but a pilgrimage joined by all 
religions", said AD Moddie Abdul Kalam emerged suddenly like the 
southern star as the presidential candidate from behind dark clouds of 
Indian politics. He is the first totally non-political figure the first scientist 
from a laboratory to be president, the first technocrat from the new missile 
armory, no less eminent than a Bharat Ratna; an a Muslim scholar of both 
the Gita and the Quran. His candidature broke through the Indian 
softness of consensus to a political "Kurukshetra" of Indias multi-party 
politics, an avatar tlirown up by conflict. Never was there such a keen 
contest. 
, ABILITY 
121. CENGAPPA (Raj). Kalam's Law. India Today. XXVII, 29; 2002, July, 22; 57. 
Chengappa tried to portrait of the next president as preacher in this 
article. The strength of suited Minds, APJ Abdul Kalam Kalam's latest 
essay at book-writing, lies in the scientist's ability to present some of the 
most tangled issues that confront the nation in easily digestable packages 
of information. Kalam throws modesty to the winds and makes bold to 
present his "I have a dream" kind of vision statement to pull the nation 
out of the morass of doubt that it has fallen into Kalam's world view is at 
time for too simplistic, even bordering on the native Kalam's "can do" 
approach even at his age (he turns 71 in October) is a lesson for all those 
who curl their lips at any talk of India achieving greatness in the near 
future. The scientist is right to rely on the young to ask him some of the 
most stimulating questions - which makes him to special - that can 
probably ignite minds and produce greatness. 
, DEVOTION 
122. PATHAK (Avijit). Carnival of missiles. Hindustan Times . LXXVIII, 2002, 
July 16; 12. 
The author describe the qualities of APJ Abdul Kalam. He is simple 
honest, non-contraversial an embodiment of all that a perfect gentleman 
symbolizes. That is why as some would argue, he deserves to be our 
president. As the RSS ideologues assert, Kalam is a "nationalist Muslim" 
who is vegetarians, reads the Bhagvad Gita, and therefore there is every 
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reason to celebrate his presidentship. Above all Kalam is a great scientist 
who had made the nation proud of its techno-military achievements. 
Possibly, it is this image of Kalam as a remarkably great scientist that has 
aroused the imagination of the nation. It is believed that to elevate him to 
the highest position in the country' is to honour science. This is like 
making a politico-cultural statement: India should not be seen as just old 
civilization; instead, the changing self-perception is that it is modem and 
it can boast of its science that empowers the nation. 
, FRANKNESS 
123. ANAND (S). Fellow-scientists nicknamed him 'calamitous'. Nation and 
the world. 11, 257; 2002, July, 16; 30-31. 
Kalam is the ideal Muslim who describe himself as '200 percent Indian' 
and asked once during a speech in Hyderabad. 'Get 10 minutes for your 
coimtry? Now, he is the ideal prez. But what does the missile man know 
about the constitution? He will surely depend on the counsel of his 
benefactors BJP/RSS lawyers like jethmalni for a decision on Article 356 
or on whom to invite to form tiie govt in a fractured post-election 
scenario. After all, was he not the man who showed greater enthusiasm 
about India conducting the nuclear test than the BJP itself? His colleague 
coined the world 'calamitous' to capture the outspokenness with which 
Kalam greeted each new delay in the tests. But as president he might be a 
'calamitous' choice. He is the blue-eyed missile boy who has justified and 
even explained the Hindu sounding names for Indian defence/missile 
programes-Prithvi, Trishul, etc. 
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_, FRIEND 
124. BRADSHER (Keith). Friend in India to all the world, www.hytimes.com. 
2002, Dec, 01. 
Tlie president of India, who is best known for overseeing India's nuclear 
tests in 1998, presently paid a state visit to the country's largest ashram, to 
meet and receive the blessing of holy man who preaches nonviolence. The 
visit underlined the appeal of the unusual holy man, Shri Sathya Sai Baba, 
who draws presidents, prime ministers and other leaders not only form 
India but also from outside it. President Kalam, a former nuclear scientist, 
flew to the ashrams' private airport, saluted by olive-cold, police officers. 
Famous for seldom saying much in public even to his follows, the Baba 
silently greeted president Kalam. In a brief interview, Kalam said he had 
discussed with the Swami how to achieve an educational system that 
combined values with science. "When they are fused you get an enlighten 
citizen", said president. 
, GENIUS 
125. VENKATASUBRAMANIAN (K). Kalam: A many sided genius. 
www.sifv.com. 
The learned president of India His Excellence Dr. Vul Pakir Jainul Abdeen 
Abdul Kalam, starts a new race of non-political presidents at Rashtrapati 
Bhawan or if Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan started this trend first. Dr. 
Kalam is the second milestone. People have talked about the many-sided 
activities of this scientific genius. In his first most impressive press 
conference, he recalled his mental images that had stayed in his mind 
from childhood. He spokes of Jawaharlal Nehru unfurling the tricolour. 
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and of Mahatma Gandhi walking barefoot in Noakhali to put out 
communal flames. Kalam always stood up to issues and after analyzing 
them fully taking everything very seriously he came to rightful 
conclusion. 
, HARDSHIP 
126. REDDY (C Rammanohar). APJ Abdul Kalam ... taken choice? The Hindu. 
2002, July, 7. 
In view of writer of this article it is not surprising that his candidature for 
the presidency has received enthusiastic public support because there is so 
much about APJ Abdul Kalam to admire. It did not matter to his career 
that he came from a middle class family in Tamil Nadu. It did into matter 
that his family had to pledge its assets to send him to college. It did not 
mater he did not study abroad. It did not matter that he did not have the 
right "connections" - by family, community, religion or political 
patronage. Intelligence, determination and hard-work were sufficient to 
take him up the ladder to the threshold of the highest office in the country. 
Dr. Kalam's life seems to be an example of what is yet possible in 
democratic India. We call him an eminent scientist, forgetting that he was 
actually first a technology person and then a technology administrator -
which is quite different from being a person of science. 
127. CHOICE OF Dr. Kalam for president is tokenism of a most worrying kind, 
Internet. 2003, Oct, 20. 
The president of India Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam is the undisputed father of 
India's missile programme. Since 1958, Dr. Kalam has dedicated himself to 
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the cause of the country as a Defence Scientist. He dreamed of making 
India a strong nation in the forefront of technology. His hard-work and 
dedication earned him the sobriquet of "200 percent India" from his peers. 
Dr. Kalam's advice to the youngsters of the nation is to "dream, dream 
and dream and convert these into tiioughts and later into actions." Also to 
"think big." "We are a nation of a billion people and we must think life a 
nation of a billion people. Only then can we become big." "I will keep the 
lamp of knowledge burning to achieve the vision- Developed India. If we 
work hard and sweat for the great vision with ignited minds, the 
transformation leading to birth of vibrant developed India will happen. 
This song, when sing in our own beautiful languages will imite our minds 
for action." 
, HEALER 
128. IYER (Lakshmi). People's prez. India Today. XXVII, 34; 2002, August, 26; 
28. 
Untouched by the pomp and pageantry of office, Kalam is fast emerging 
as a president with a tradition - breciking personal touch, view of Lakshmi 
Iyer. As preview of Lakshmi Iyer, Kalam is a very fortune, benign, simple 
and truly presidential with a personal touch. For example, we take the 
image of Kalam in Gujarat. It was a national hit. As he listened to and 
interacted with the riot victims. The endearing image was of president as 
friend, healer and counselor. Kalam tapes the trapping of power in his 
stride as was evident during the independence day reception. Even as 
Kalam's visit to relief camps for the riot victims passed off uneventually, 
political circles continue to debate the advisability of the president directly 
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assessing public grievances. This presidential visit of APJ Abdul Kalam 
touched a chord in every heart. 
, IDEALISTIC 
129. VIDYASAGAR (M). APJ Abdul Kalam - A personal reminiscence. 
atc.web.atc.tes.co.in. 2002, June, 22. 
Now that Bharat Ratna Avul Fakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam will be the 
next president of India, I felt bold enough to peep into my memories and 
come up with this very personal reminiscence, said author of this article. 
Unlike many persons who consciously cultivated a pubUc persona, Prof. 
Kalam is exactly what he appears to be: truly humble, polite, and above all 
patriotic and idealistic. He inspires everyone around him to give just that 
Uttle bit extra. One of author's aim in writing this article is to highlight his 
multifaceted personaUty. Like all great persons, he has his detractors. He 
is a student of history and reflects deeply, about historical events. An 
example of this is his oft-repeated rehistorical query as to why India has 
never invaded another country in its five thousand-year history while it 
itself has been invaded countless times. The unstated answer of course, is 
that the philosophy of non-aggression and tolerance is in-built into the 
Indian ethos. 
, MODESTY 
130. SK NATWAR SINGH. Gentle, tactful man. Hindustan Times. LXXVni, 4; 
2002, July, 28; 1. 
Author express his opinion about the vice-president and president Abdul 
Kalam. Vice-president Krishan Kant was deeply hurt due to the political 
squalor and the ruling establishment's trecheries. Kalam said that "I 
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know, because I was on the inner track in the presidential electoral 
stokes." His sense of duty was so potently clear that he uttered not a word 
in public. Also, he had no wish to contribute to the slow erosion of the 
quality of our political life. On the contrary he said, "This is politics: these 
things happen." He took his setback socially and with detachment. Kalam 
told that Krishan Kantji's character had a strong moral foundation. 
131. BHARDWAJ (Brig). Abdul Kalam; The scientist who did India proud. 
Nation and the World. 11,256; 2002, July 1; 27-28. 
In the long history of our Republic we have been served well by the 
second president of the coimtry-educationist and a philosopher. Dr. S. 
Radhakrishnan as also by K.R. Narayanan diplomat. All have contributed 
to building up healthy traditions and there is no reason why Dr. Kalam 
who has served the country well to the extent that he was awarded the 
country's highest honour Bharat Ratna, should not be able to add to the 
galaxy of great sons of India who have occupied the highest office. The 
greatest tribute to Dr. Kalam is that he is not only a top scientist, but is 
also known for his simplicity and modesty. Efforts to select the president 
through consensus signify that India has its heart and mind properly 
focused. Thus, it could be easily judged that the selection of APJ Abdul 
Kalam Abdul Kalam, a renowned scientist and the father of Indian missile 
programme as presidential nominee is a tribute to Indian democracy. 
, PERSONALITY 
132. NALANKILLI (Thanjai). Indian President APJ Abdul Kalam bows to 
Hindi Chauvinists. Tamil Tribune. 2002, August, 1. 
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Author of the view that when president Abdul Kalam knows English well 
and with English he could fulfill all his responsibilities as president, then 
what is the need for the president to learn Hindi? Author thought that 
there is no practical reason for him to learn Hindi. Though he worked for 
the Indian in the area of science and technology, he never learned Hindi. 
Fortunately for him, at the time he entered Indian Government Service 
decades ago, Hindi imposition on Indian Government employees was not 
as strict as today He called upon a powerful Indian politician, meeting Mr. 
Yadav told reporters that presidential candidate Dr. Abdul Kalam had 
told him that he would learn Hind within 3 to 6 months. 
, POLITENESS 
133. HAMID (Saiyid). Our president. Nation and the World. 11, 260; 2002, 
Sept, 1; 5-6. 
It is a matter of pride for Indians that a scientist of eminence is occupying 
the highest office in the coimtry. He is a man of sterling qualities. He 
tempers his eminence with disarming humility and winsome simplicity. 
He is impeccable free from guile and ostentation. He does not have a 
forked tongue; he does not believe in double-speak. He is a forthright 
person. All this is in refreshing contract to the atmosphere that envelops 
Indian politics. For these qualities too, he deserves to be greeted with 
unmixed enthusiasm by Muslim as well as other Indians. Not only this, 
new president can be judged by his ability to influence the government in 
favour not only of the accelerated and comprehensive development but 
also just and compassionate polity. 
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_, SIMPLICITY 
134. TEACHER, SIMPLE soul and president. Times News network. 2003, Oct, 
23. 
Simplicity suddenly got a new meaning in Indian politics. He took the 
elusive virtue to the Rashtrapati Bhawan in style. And, it was a long walk 
for APJ Abdul Kalam from the dusty streets of Rameshwaram in Tamil 
Nadu to Raisiana Hill. But he made it look so simple with his tmcombed 
hair, unrefined gait and a teacher's acquired confidence. He also took on 
the opposition charges of his insufficient knowledge of constitution with 
share silence. Amidst questions over the prosperity and sincerity of his 
decision to witch to politics to let the practitioners of Hindutva politics 
perform ego message on him, Kalam showed no signs of a change and 
interacted with senior cabinet ministers like he did with his pupils. In the 
long run, the core question in whether history shall judge a honest 
guardian of an accomplished missile programme as a rubber stamp 
president or not for, history may not record simplicity. 
135. CHENGAPPA (Raj). Simply profound. India Today. XXVII, 25; 2002, June, 
24; 27. 
Chengappa has written about the simplicity of Kalam Kalam, who prefers 
blue shirts to suits and chappals to shoes. As Principal Scientific Advisor 
to the prime minister in 2001, Kalam was entitled to a palatial bungallow 
in Lutyen's Delhi. But is his simplicity that he chose to occupy two rooms 
in a Defence Ministry Guest house iJiat had been between 1992 and 1999. 
In 1980, when the late prime minister Indira Gandhi called him to Delhi to 
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personally facilitate him for putting the country on the world's space map, 
Kalam was in a panic as he owned neither a suit nor shoes. Satish 
Dhawan, the then head of the ISRO, told him, "you are already wearing 
the suit of success. So just be there." Kalam's suit has been well earned. 
, TRUE INDIAN 
136. KALAM (APJ Abdul). I am made in India. Internet. 2003, Oct, 25. 
APJ Abdul Kalam who was bom on October 1931 into a middle class 
family in Rameshwaram, a town, well known for its Hindu shrines. 
Professor Kalam's career was in defence research. Indian scientists have 
hailed him as the father of the Indian nuclear bomb and its missile 
delivery systems. After resigning as the Indian Goverrunent's Principal 
Scientific Adviser, Dr. Kalam has been spending his time quietly as 
emeritus professor at Anna University in his home state of Tamil Nadu. A 
vegetarian bachelor. Professor Kalam was quoted as saying that like most 
of the technology he spear headed, he himself was "made in India" having 
never been trained abroad. The Indian media have attributed the 
development of India's advanced technology guided missile to professor 
Kalam's leadership. 
SECURITY OF KALAM 
137. SANJAY SINGH. Kalam on Lashkar hit list. The Statesman. CXXXXIII, 
168; 2002, July, 17; 6. 
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam is a prime target of the lashkar-e-Taiyaba, which is 
believed to be responsible for Saturday's massacre at Qasim Nagar in 
Jammu and Kashmir. Author tells about the terrorist group means 
Lashkare-eTaiyaba that it enlist the name of Abdul Kalam in its hit list. 
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Intelligence agencies had reported to the government that the Lashkar had 
asked its trusted cadres to map the details of Dr. Kalam's security cover. 
The outfit had targeted the "missile man" once before, but failed in its 
attempt following Aftab Ansari's deportation from Dubai Aftab, 
responsible for the attack on Americcm Centre in Kolkata, was working in 
chose coordination with a Lashkar module. Aftab had under taken 
recormaissance in Bihar for assessing the possibility of killing Dr. Kalam 
when he would tour the state. 
SPEECH 
138. BHARGAVA (GS). Callous handling of president's ceremonial address. 
Main Stream. XXX, 8; 2002, Feb, 9; 27-28. 
Author of this article thought that at the risk of being dubbed a fusspot, 
the president's address to the nation on ceremonial occasion like Republic 
Day and Independence Day deserves attention irrespective of its content. 
It should evoke the kind of respect which goes with others symbols of 
national sovereignty like the National flag. According to him both the 
Indian Express and the Times of India apparently do not share his old-
fashioned' mindest. It seems the two newspapers were keen to project that 
the Republic Day address of the head of state did not share the 
government's emphasis emphasis on fight against terrorism. "President 
keeps speech free of terror", claimed the Indian Express headline. At the 
same time, the Times of India report quoted a sentence from the address 
that a society alive to the problem of the masses would be "our democratic 
answer to the evil phenomenon of terrorism that we in India and the 
world in general are facing today." 
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_, ON BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY 
139. RESIDENT'S TRIBUTE to Gandhiji. Nation and the World. 11, 263; 2002, 
Oct 16; 15. 
He paid his tribute to Gandhiji as "the true selfless soul, the ultimate 
symbol of humanity who fotmd us fireedom trading with a single-minded 
devotion, the path of truth, peace and non-evidence. He express the hope 
that Gandhiji's teaching would continue to guide the coxmtry on the path 
of progress and higher levels of development. " President in a message on 
the eve of the birthday aimiversary of Mahatma Gandhi has called for 
transforming India into a developed nation. Reiterating his call for a 
second vision, he urged the people to "predicate ourselves to foster unity 
of minds in our motherland and spread the message of peace, tolerance, 
communal harmony and national development." This is the first time that 
a president statement has been issued to mark the birth anniversary of the 
Father of the Nation. 
, , BUDGET SESSION 
140. PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS to parliament. Taja News. 2003, Oct, 15. 
It is the fall text president APJ Abdul Kalam's address to the joint session 
of parliament: "I extend a warm welcome to you at first session of 
parliament in 2003. This is my first address to parliament at the start of 
Budget session", said Kalam in this address he draw the attention of the 
union and the state Governments to the detailed list, contained in the plan 
document, of the legislative and administrative initiatives needed to 
translate the tenth plan's goals and targets into reality. The tenth plan is 
important for yet another reason. No nation attains greatness without an 
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energizing vision guiding it, said Abdul Kalam in his address to the 
parliament. In his view, it is time India launched a new vision, which he 
could call "vision 2020." He wanted that parliament should have discuss 
this subject. 
, , CONVOCATION 
141. KALAM EXHORTS youth to work with dedication. Hindustan Times. 
LXXIX, 307; 2003, Dec, 25; 3. 
President Abdul Kalam urged the youth to work with dedication for his 
vision 2020. He was delivering the convocation address at the Dr. BR 
Ambedkar University of Agra. TTie president keenly hastened to the 
volimteers leader Megh Singh Yadav and reacted saying "very important 
and necessary", promising some follow-up action on their character. Mr. 
Kalam also met two girls from the local convent schools and exchanged 
greetings. The huge pandal and the tastefully done backdrop by the 
students of the Lalit Kala Sansthan provided the right ambience for a 
spirited interactive session with the president who many said was a rare 
combination of brain and vision. He spoke for nearly an hour and meeting 
a dozen children and NGO functionaries. 
, , DEVELOPMENT 
142. TAKE CORE competence route to growth: Kalam. The Economic Times. 
2002, Nov, 15; 5. 
Addressing a gathering of school children and select corporate, president 
Abdul Kalam identified five areas where India had core competence and 
which would lead to creation of national wealth, high economic growth 
and security of the country. He pointed out agriculture and food 
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processing, reliable and quality electricity power, education and health 
care, IT and strategic sectors, such as nuclear, space and defence 
technology as the five sectors. Knowledge and technology driven by 
competition and innovation, should be the primary production resource 
base of India in the 21*^  century", he said while sharing his vision for India 
as a developed nation by 2020. 
143. KALAM (APJ Abdul). His excellency president Abdul Kalam's speech. 
Internet. 2003, August, 22. 
In the opinion of Abdul Kalam, this article quote as I was in Hyderabad 
giving this lecture when a 14 year old girl asked me for my autograph. I 
asked her what her goal in life is she replied: I want to live in developed 
India. For her, you and I will have to build this developed India. You must 
proclaim. India is not an underdeveloped nation; is a highly developed 
nation. You say that our government is inefficient, our laws are too old, 
the phones don't work, you say tliat our countiy has been fed to the dogs 
and is the absolute pits. You say, say and say what do you do about it? 
Take a person on his way on Singapore. In Singapore you don't throw 
cigarette butts on the roads or eat in the stores. You wouldn't dare to eat 
in public during Ram^adan, in Dubai. You wouldn't dare to go out without 
your head covered in Jeddah. You who can respect and conform to a 
foreign system in other coimtries but cannot in your one. 
144. RASHMIN. Response to Dr. Abdul Kalam's speech, www.abdul 
kalam.com . 2002, May, 11. 
15 
While delivering speech. Dr. Abdul Kalam talked about his second vision 
for India is development. According to Kalam for 50 years we have been a 
developing nation. It is time we see ourselves as a developed nation. We 
are among top 5 nation of the world in terms of GDP. We have 10 percent 
growth rate in most area. OUT poverty levels are falling. Our achievements 
are being globally recognized today. Yet we lack the self-confidence to see 
ourselves as a developed nation, self-reliant and self-assured. I have a 
vision 2020: Transforming India into a developed nation. A key element of 
"visions 2020" would be providing Urban Amenities in Rural Areas 
(PURA) More than two thirds of India's population lives in rural areas. 
We need to give a new thrust to their all-round development through ha 
mega mission for their empowerment. This is best achieved through 
provision of four critical connectivity: physical connectivity, electronic 
cormectivity; knowledge cormectivity, and market cormectivity. 
145. KALAM'S ADDRESS at India International Trade Fair (IITF). 
www, abdulkalam.com 2003, Nov, 14. 
President APJ Abdul Kalam detailed his vision, while delivering the 
inaugural address at 23'''^  India International Trade Fair (IITF) in new 
Delhi. He said, I am dehghted to participate in this inauguration. The fair 
provides a platform for a wide range of business opportunities by show -
casing technological strength in different sectors of the economy. 
According to him, the developing countries, to get transformed into 
developed country, they have to market their product to other countries in 
a competitive way. Competitiveness has three dimensions: QuaUty of the 
product; cost effectiveness; and supply in time. India is today a 
developing country and we have a vision to transform India into a 
developed nation by 2020, using technology as a tool. 
, , INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
146. MICHAEL. President of India advocate OSS. Slashdot. 2003, May, 29. 
Cod Eguru of the view that "I am sure this a first. The president of India 
has urged Indian IT Professionals to develop and specialize in OSS Rather 
than windows. To be noted is that he made the speech (look for the 
"Think different" section) at the famous Indian Institute of Information 
Technology (India's foremost academic institution equivalent to MIT). 
Also he reminices that his meeting with Mr. Gates were difficult due to 
differing views concerning OSS and security. What should be noted about 
him is that he is not a politician, but a scientist and an independent 
thinker foremost". 
, , NATIONAL SECURITY 
147. PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE. Hindustan Times. LXXVIII, 203; 2002, July, 26; 
10. 
It is all about the message given by both present and the outgoing 
presidents Mr. Kalam and Mr. Narayanan, which the political class will do 
will to heed. As may be expected the stress in Mr. Kalam's speech was on 
national security: "national security has to be recognized by every Indian 
as a national priority." "India should become a developed country ... 
buoyant with economic prosperity, national security and internal 
harmony" of the three problems identified by Mr. Kalam, cross border 
terrorism headed the list. The threat is obviously linked with national 
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security. Mr. Kalam too, noted that secularism was the 'cornerstone' of 
India's nation hood and the "key feature of our civilizational strength." 
His reference to the need for tackUng' internal conflicts' and preserving 
'internal harmony' is of significance, for national security is a misnomer in 
the absence of social peace within the country. 
148. PREZ KALAM as concerned as missile man on security. The Economic 
Times: 2002, July, 26; 2. 
Mr. APJ Abdul Kalam began his presidential innings stressing that 
security should have the same place as elimination of poverty and 
unemployment in the country's "to do" list delivering his acceptance 
speech at a stately ceremony in ParUament's Central Hall. The noted 
scientist, hailed many as the inspiration behind country's missile 
development programme, said "along with speedy development aimed at 
elimination of poverty and unemployment, national security has to be 
recognized by every Indian as a national propriety." Elaborating on the 
theme, the president further said" "Indeed, making India strong and self-
reliant economically, socially and militarily is our foremost duty to our 
motherland and to ourselves and future generation". All our efforts 
should be focused to bringing about tmity of minds among the divergent 
traditions of our country." 
, , PRESS MEDIA 
149. APJ ABDUL Kalam's speech in Hyderabad. Internet.2002, August, 22. 
A very inspiring speech delivered by APJ Abdul Kalam in Hyderabad, in 
which he raised a very crucial or interesting question as why are we so 
negative? Why are we in India so embrassed to recognize our own 
strengths, our achievements? We are such a great nation. We have so 
many amazing success stories but we refuse to acknowledge them. Why? 
We are the second largest producer of wheat in the world. We are the first 
in milk production. We are number one in remote sensing satellites. Look 
at Dr. Sudarshan. He has transformed the tribal village into a self 
sustaining, self driving unit. There are nullions of such achievements but 
our media is only obsessed with bad news and failure and disasters. I 
guess we grew up with the maxim that good news is no news. The right to 
publish bad news has become synonymous with freedom. That is why our 
press is so strong, so fiercely independent if not always encouraging of 
success stories. Do we not realize that self -respect comes with self-
reliance? 
, , REPUBLIC DAY 
150. THINK BIG, Kalam tells youth, www.rediff.com. 2003, Jan, 26. 
Kalam's address to the nation on the eve of the 54* Republic Day. On the 
Republic day Kalam greeted all the billion people of our country living in 
India and abroad. He also greeted the members of the armed forces and 
paramilitary forces, who guard our frontiers on the land, the sea, and the 
air. He said during the past six months I visited 17 states. I had 
opportunity to interact with a very large cross-section of people. A 
majority of them were yoimg. I also had the occasion to visit a large 
number of rural and drought affected areas and 1 could share concerns, 
grief, and also aspirations of the people living there. In spite of floods, 
droughts, drinking, water scarcity, poverty, and societal instability in a 
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few places, every where I could see tlie unabated enthusiasm of the young 
for learning. Learning should bring out the spirit of creativity in the young 
minds. Creativity gives knowledge. Knowledge is indeed an asset for the 
nation. 
151. PRESIDENT APJ Abdul Kalam's address to the nation of on the eve of 
Republic Day, 2003. 
On the eve of 54thn Republic Day, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam delivered his 
speech and greeted all the billion people of our country living in India and 
abroad. He said, learning should bring out the spirit in the yoimg minds. 
Creativity gives knowledge. Knowledge is indeed an asset for the natoin. I 
recall a question raised by a Nagaland student when I visited Tuensang. 
"Mr. President, I want to live in an India which is prosperous happy and 
safe. Tell us how we will be guided to such an India? How can I contribute 
for achieving this?" Such questions from young minds made me feel 
proud as an Indian as they are thinking about their future and that of the 
country, where they are Uving now and where they will work in future. 
They are ready to contiibute their might in the journey of transformation 
of our country to a 'developed'. 
152. YOUNG INDIA shuns corruption: Kalam. The Times of India. 55, 22; 2004, 
Jan, 26. 
In his address to the nation on the eve of Republic Day, he took note of the 
current thaw in Indo-pak relations, saying the country will be greatful to 
"successful peace makers". He also spoke of the "very robust and 
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consistent" economic growth and said the time has come for the economic 
benefits to speedily reach the rural pollution. In the context, Kalam said: 
"Every political party must clearly state their vision, action plan, and 
approaches for the developed India vision 2020 and how fast they can 
realize these missions in quality and quantity". During his interaction 
with youth, the president said , two aspect came out very clearly. "One is 
that young have a passion, self-respect and dream to live in developed 
India. Second, they want to live in a corruption free India's". "Hence the 
manifesto of the political parties has to take into accounts action plan", he 
said. 
, , SOWRNING CEREMONY 
153. TRIPATHI (Pumima S). President and a promise Frontline. 19, 16; 124-
125. 
APJ Abdul Kalam Abdul Kalam was sowm in the 11* president of India 
at a brief but impressive ceremony in the central Hall of Parliament on 
July 25. He began his stint as president by declaring his unflinching 
commitment to the principle of secularism". Secularism, he said, was the 
"cornerstone of our nationhood" and the "key feature of our civilization 
strength". He also declare his commitment to the parliamentary form of 
democracy and the basic structure of the Indian constitution. "The first 
and foremost task is to respect and uphold the constitutional processes in 
the best interest of our people and our nation, without fear or favour and 
with fearness and firmness", he said. He reiterated his vision of a 
developed and strong India. Quoting Kabir, he said that acting in time 
was the essence of success: "Kal kare so ajj kar, aaj kare so ab". National 
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security, he stressed, needed to be recognized by every Indian as a 
national priority. 
154. IYER (Shekhar). President elect gets lessons in bandhgala. Hindustan 
Times. LXXVIII, 197; 2002, July, 19; 11. 
President APJ Abdul Kalam, who has got not two but three new Jodhpuri 
bandhagala suits ready for the swearing in got his first lesson on the day 
he won the election. Henceforth, he has to keep his 'gala(vocaI cord) 
bandh (closed)' in deference to the high constitutional office he will 
occupy. Kalam said he wished to make a speech soon after he was 
soworn-in as president in the Central Hall of Parliament on July 25. Kalam 
will get his first chance to speak when he addresses the nation on the eve 
of Independence Day, and again on the eve of Republic Day next year. 
Kalam however, indicated that he knew his role and was not scared of 
politicians, polities, or public life. "Unless political decision are taken, 
satellites wiU not be in orbit. Political decisions are vital for the success of 
any programe. I have worked witlii six prime ministers, I know how to 
handle politics". He also said he did not have any rivals. Asked if he 
would be a neutral president, he said, "A president is a president. There is 
nothing like a neutral president." 
155. RAINA (Jay). Kalam speech skips reference to Mahatma. Hindustan 
Times. LXXVIII, 2002, July 26; 7. 
APJ Abdul Kalam swearing in ceremony was a somber affair except for 
the precedence of 100 school children in the WIP crowd at the Central 
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Hall of parliament. The president came out in a buggy - the ceremonial six 
horse carriage from his residential quarters. Kalam was composed 
throughout the 20 minute ceremony. But the overwhelming emotion of 
the moment crept in as he read out his speech. Receptions, additions and 
elections marked his rendition. Many members were apparently surprised 
that the new president did not invoke Mahatma Gandhi's name even once 
in his 10 minute speech was generally well-received. Kalam, who looked 
dignified in his black Bandhgala and backward combed tresses, did not 
miss out on the ornate Central HaU surroimdings as he glanced arotmd 
during the ceremony. Kalam made up for the near neglect of the school 
kids during the ceremony by treating them to laimch at the Rashtrapati 
Bhawan and a guided tour of the building. 
, , TEACHERS' DAY 
156. APJ ABDUL Kalam's words. Bombay Times. 2003, Sep, 5. 
It is message has been delivered by president of India APJ Abdul Kalam 
on Teacher's Day. New, the message delivered by him as "Teachers' Day 
is celebrated every year on the birth anniversary of the former president 
Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, who was also a great philosopher and an 
illustrious teacher. On this day teachers should revolve to take up the 
responsibility of developing in our children the spirit of inquiry, 
creativity, entiepreneurial and normal leadership to make them 
autonomous learners who are self-directed and self-controlled. This will 
enable them to become 'enlightened citizens' with moral values. If 
teachers are able to produce such students then they will have given the 
nation a priceless resource in our mission to tiansform India into a 
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developed nation. On this occasion I extend my warm greetings and 
felicitations to all teachers and wish {hem all success." 
VIEWS OF PEOPLE 
157. KALAM'S KIN Delhi-bound. The statesman. CXXXXIII, 174; 2002, July, 24; 
6. 
It deals with group of about 38 relatives and friends who boarded the 
Grand Trunk Express for Delhi to attend the swearing - in ceremony of 
the new president. Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. "We are all very happy", Dr. 
Kalam's 85 years old brother Mr. APJ Mohd. Muthu Meera Labbai 
Marackyar said. "The previous occasion when we went to Delhi was 
when my brother received the Bharat Ratna. We expecgedthat he would 
get such a respectable post and he didn't disappoint us." Mr. Marackyar, 
who had traveled all the way from the temple town of Rameshwaram in 
South Tamil Nadu, said Dr. Kalam's popularity was evident by the 90 
percent of the votes polled in his favour. A thrilled Asber Khan, just 16 
years and the youngest member of the group, apparently lapped up al the 
media attention. "My friends and I are very proud of grandfather." 
158. Y^^ SMIN (Saba). Cross-sections viev^ on Dr. Kalam Nation and the World. 
11,256; 2002, July, 16; 31. 
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam's nomination for president post has touched off a 
lively debate. The Nation and the World interviewed people from 
different walks of life such as Mufti Mohammad Mikkaram stated that 
"besides being a great scientist Dr. Kalam is a good human being too, a 
man with values and modesty and has never been influenced by political 
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party. He has been chosen for the honour because he deserves it." 
Prashant Goswamy, observes "He is an ultimate choice... True, he has no 
political background... , the decision he makes, after being president, will 
not be biased". Dr. Zafarul Islam Khan said, "Dr. Kalam is being 
portrayed as a show piece and all this has been done to nullify the affects 
of Gujarat carnage." Stated by Sajid Asad, "It is just an eye wash." 
VISIONARY 
159. MURTHY (Sachidananda). Ignition can cause revolutions. The Week. 20, 
32; 2002, July, 14; 67-68. 
APJ Abdul Kalam presented his view while talking with Sachindananda 
Murthy on this interesting point that Igniting minds has a rocket 
metaphor about it or Ignition can cause revolution. Kalam said, that "it 
may be true. Ignited minds are highly appealing to yotmger generations. 
Human civilization started when they invented fire ignition can cause 
revolutions. Our education system has to focus on creativity. Education 
has to bring out the best of yotmg minds. The education system has to be 
geared up to meet increasing challenges. Also, the curriculum should seed 
the national vision, enabling the, young to identify and work for the 
mission." Not only education, but also "our constitution the promotes a 
vision that will lead to a poverty - free nation with equal opportunity to 
all citizens. Naturally, ignited minds of the will transform India into a 
developed nation. 
160. ROY (Shubrangshu). Thank you, Mr. president, but... The Statesman. 
CXXXXIII, 8; 2002, Nov, 19,4. 
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Authors said tliat he passed out of school after spending about 25,000 
hours to earn his school leaving certificate. He thanks president APJ 
Abdul Kalam for that. Thanks also as Dr. Kalam told him, "what we 
Indians achieve over the next 20 years if we harness the talent of more 
than 300 millions children, which would otherwise have largely gone 
waste." Author sadly said that, as child, he not saw anybody from great 
Indian establishment step into his classroom to tell where he intended to 
go as a nation. On Childrens' Day Mr. Kalam spoke to nearly 2,000 school 
children on his vision for India, "Developed India": Mission for the 
young. It's remarkable that our president has stepped down from the flag 
hoisting podium and already travelled across the coimtry to educate 
100,000 school children on what the country's vision for the future ought 
to be. No other president that the future of a nation lies in the and of its 
children. 
161. WORDS OF Dr. Abdul Kalam. Bombay Times. 2002, Oct, 13. 
It is an inspiring article on India! In this the message from APJ Abdul 
Kalam appeared in Bombay Times, a chat with Pritish Nandy. Kalam said, 
I have three vision for India. First vision is that of Freedom. I believe that 
India got its first vision of this in 1857, when started the war of 
independence. My second vision for India is Development. For fifty years 
we have been developing nation. It is time we see ourselves as a 
developed nation I have a third vision. The India must stand up the 
world. Because I believe that unless India stands up to the world, no one 
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will respect us. Only strength respect strength. We must be strong not 
only as a military power but also as an economist power. 
, OF DEVELOPED NATION 
162. KALAM (APJ Abdul). Developed nation: The vision. Internet. 
Kalam delighted while giving the First PN Haskar Memorial Lecture, the 
great son of India. At this jimcture he told about his vision. According to 
him concept and doctrines for the welfare of the nation can be generated 
by a few thinkers and scholars. What is needed is who can translate this 
concept and ideas into action to produce results. Shri Haskar in the 
booked "A Basket of Fallen Leaves" has brought out this concept 
beautifully. He says "As Mahatma Gandhi astutely observed, no cause can 
triumph unless there are faithful agents to carry it through. And the 
triggering thoughts of Shri Haskas on the need of faithfully agents led me 
to think when my country will become a "Developed Nation." 
163. DEVELOPED INDIA: Vision and actions, www.abdulkalam.com. 2003, 
Oct, 25. 
It is quoted from Abdul Kalam, "dear citizens I have mission that is 
developed India: vision and action. India can become a developed nation 
only if everyone contributes to the best of his or her ability and capacity. 
The mission is: in transforming India into a developed notion by 2020, 
what can be the role, of every citizen in addition to the governmental 
initiatives of launching programmes for the vision of developed India." 
He has already explained that there has to be integrated development 
programmes with empowered management structure. Only a burning 
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candle can light another. Teachers and parents can assist then\ in this 
task", said APJ Abdul Kalam. 
164. GOPALSWAMY(R). India Millennium Missions - 2020. 
www.abdulkalam.com. 
Author one of the team-mate of Dr. Kalam told about Kalam that in 
November 1997, he by that time over 5 years as Scientific Advisor to 
Raksha Mantri required R. Gopalswamy to chair and Expert conunittee on 
integrated strategies, technologies and missions for comprehensive 
notional security. Our team cam out blazing with recommendations for 18 
national technology and economic missions, which included tran-
atmospheric vehicle like "Hyperplant". These were for implementation of 
India as a whole; putting the institution of government into Mission 
Mode" as Dr. Kalam would character it. These 18 Mission constituted his 
campaign for "India Millermium Missions 2020" (IMM-2020) which was to 
transform India into a developed country. 
165. TWO THOUSAND twenty vision. The Week. 22,4; 2003, Dec, 28. 
Words like 'vision' and 'dream' are back in currency. For long they were 
in habiting the manifestoes of political parties and lexicon of the student 
who wanted to make a name in election. The common man did not believe 
in these words. Now, suddenly he does. Many factors have contributed to 
this recharging of meaning. One is a president, who, by virtue of not being 
a regular politician, has caught the imagination of the nation. His dream 
of India becoming a superpower by 2020 has become the people's dream. 
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In a series of articles beginning with one penned by president himself, we 
do a reality-check on this dream. Experts ranging from M. S. Swaminathan 
to Arun Shourie give their concrete proposals on how to turn these ideas 
into reality. So that dreams do not remains day dreams. 
166. BHAYA (Abhishek G). Kalam's vision two thousand twenty. 
www.abdulkalam.com . 2002, June, 18. 
Y.S. Rajan, Scientific secretary to the government's principal scientific 
advisor, has worked with India's missile man' since his days at ISRO. The 
two collaborated on India 2020 - A vision for the new 'Millennium'. 
Speaking to Abhishek G Bhaya, Rajan discusses the duo's shared vision 
for a developed and progressive India. Though we have a strong interest 
in science, technology and project management, we share a great vision 
encompassing a wide spectrum. It is the urge of seeing a developed, 
prosperous and strong India that guided us through the process. The 
vision is to transform India into an economic, scientific and military 
power. At the core of 'India 2020' is the elimination of poverty not merely 
by lifting the poor above the poverty line but by providing them with a 
fairly assured income. 
, OF FORESIGHTNESS 
167. NANDAKUMAR (T). Kalam wants sights set on Mars. The Hindu. 12, 
277; 2003, Nov. 22; 20. 
The president APJ Abdul Kalam, urged India's space scientist to prepare 
for a manned mission to Mars. In a teleconference from New Delhi on the 
occasion of the 40^ aniuversary of Indian sounding rockets and space 
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sciences, celebrated at the Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre, he said that data 
generated through a lunar mission could be used to complete the Mars 
mission. The president called upon scientists to orient their work towards 
eliminating poverty. One among the core team of scientists involved in the 
first launch of a Nike Apache sounding rocket from the Thumb Equatorial 
Rocket Launching Station in 1963, Mr. Kalam said he cherished memories 
of that day. 
168. BRADBURY (Ray). Mars on Bar. Hindustan Times. LXXIX, 282; 2003, Nov, 
26; 10. 
President APJ Abdul Kalam's call for Indian space scientists to reach for 
Mars within the next 50 years may push up some eyebrows. While the 
average Indian may be forgiven for dismissing what he thinks is a fanciful 
idea, the fact remains that it's quite possible to fly the tri colour on Mars, 
come 2050. There's a catch, though: India will first have to find the 
political will. The technological hurdles are actually easier to overcome 
than finding a political visionary like, say, John, F. Kennedy who over 
wrote a bank cheque to pay for mankind's first moon voyage. 
169. I WAS happier as professor: Kalam. The Times of India. 2003, Dec, 18; 5. 
"I was happier man as a professor at the Aima Uruversity here, mingling 
with students freely", president APJ Abdul Kalam said. Interacting with 
the students of the SSN college of Engineering at Kalvakkam, he said. He 
moved to Rashtrapati Bhawan with a 'road map' of making India a world 
superpower by 2020. "I am making efforts to fulfill my dream. I hope I 
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will achieve this", he said when a student asked him what would he 
prefer beiiig. 
170. PONRAJ (V). Journey with a visionary. Internet. 
Author states that he had heard about a great man of the mission who has 
put India into the orbit of satellites and equipped the mother nation with 
self-defence missiles. Author got a chance to see him on one or two 
occasion as spectator in his review, address or press conference. He gave 
an inspiring speech to the scientist at a critical period for the light combat 
aircraft design and development programme. His speech on that day 
ignited all the scientific community. Author said that Kalam is a man, who 
transforms the thoughts into action towards the vision of developed India 
with a commitment. 
WEBSITE OF KALAM 
171. KAK (BL). Here and there Kalam'sweb-site getting great hits. The Times 
News network. 2002, Jime, 13. 
Author of this article telling about the great hints of Kalam's web-site 
(www.abdulkalam.com) , launched on Kalam's 69* birthday on October 
15, 2001 by Infosys guru Naraynanamurtliiy, is the best route any Kalam 
fan can take to capture his moods and vision. Dr. Kalam's web-site has 
been found to be a good place to get to know India's future president as a 
man, has views and thoughts. The web-site displays articles and news 
items about the great scientist and gives a biographical sketch. Content-
wise the site is inspirational and patriotic. His web-site is simple in design 
It has all the normal interactive fealxires like "Ask Dr. Kalam" section 
where one can send him a question and he posts the answer on the web. 
172. M (Anantha Krishnan). Admires throng Kalam's website. Times News 
Network. 2002, June, 13. 
India's next president Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam is doing all he can to keep in 
touch with his hyge number of admirers. As a result of which his personal 
website - www.abdulkalam.com is flooded with 'hope mail' from across 
the world. And, it is Ponraj, the tmsung hero who propels the Missile 
Magician's wishes. Poru'aj recalls the days when he and Kalam sat through 
the night answering mail from Kalam's well-wishers. He seen an 
autographed greeting card to those who mail interesting questions to 
him." The idea was to document the man and his mission" says Ponjraj 
about the website. If Kalam makes it to Rashtrapati Bhawan, then Ponraj 
would have to toil more on the website simply because it will then be 
"viewed as the show case of India's sli-uggle, dreams and ambitions." 
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1. Frontline 
2. Hindustan Times 
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APJ Abdul Kalam 
CLP 
DESIDOC 
DRDL 
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DTD&P 
GDP 
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IGMPD 
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IIT 
IITF 
IMM-2020 
IS 
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IT 
MIT 
NDA 
Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam 
Congress Legislature Party 
Defence Scientific Information and Documentation 
Centre 
Defence Research and Development Laboratory 
Defence Research and Development Organisation 
Directorate of Technical Development and 
production 
Gross Domestic Product 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 
Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme 
International Institute of Information Technology 
Indian Institute of Technology 
Indian International Trade Fair 
Indian Millennium Mission - 2020 
Indian Standard 
Indian Space Research Orgnaization 
Information Technology 
Madras Institute of Technology 
National Democratic Alliance 
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NPC - National Police Commission 
RCI - Research Centre Imarat 
SAC-C - Scientific Advisory Committee to the Cabinet 
SLV - Satellite Launch Vehicle 
VSSC - Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre 
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APPENDIX-1 
AWARDS RECEIVED BY APT ABDUL KALAM 
1990 - Padma Vibhushan 
1980 - National Design Award of the Institution of Engineers (India) 
-1981 - Padma Bhushan 
1986 - Dr. Biren Roy Space Award of tlie Aeronautical Society of India 
1986 - Om Prakash Bhasin Award for Science and Technology 
1990 - National Nehru Award in the field of Engineering and Technology. 
1990 - Padam Vibhushan 
1994 - Aryabhatt Award 
1996 - Prof. Y Nayudamma Memorial Gold Medal 
1996 - G.M. Modi Award for Science 
1996 - H.K. Firodia Award for Excellence in S & T 
1997 - Bharat Ratna 
1997 - Indira Gandhi Award for National Integration 
1998 - Veer Savarkar Award 
2000 - Lifetime contribution Award in Engineering 
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APPENDIX-2 
BOOKS BY AND ABOUT APT ABDUL KALAM 
1. Wings of Fire 
2. India 2020: A Vision for the New Millennium 
3. Ignited Minds: Unleashing the power witliin Inida 
4. APJ Abdul Kalam: The visionary of India by K. Bhushan and G. Katyal 
5. President APJ Abdul Kalam by R.K. Purthii 
6. President Kalam at cross roads by Ramesh Gupta 
7. Scientist to president: Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam by Ramesh Chandra 
8. Who is Kalam? A good human being by R. Ramanathan. 
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